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In this work, we first introduce a novel approach to the long term irrigation scheduling
using Genetic Algorithms (GAs). We explore the effectiveness of GAs in the context of
optimizing nonlinear crop models and describe application requirements and implementation of
the technique. GAs were found to converge quickly to near-optimal solutions.
Second, we analyze the relationship between GA control parameters (population size,
crossover rate, and mutation rate) and performance. We identify a combination of population,
mutation, and crossover which searched the fitness landscape efficiently. The results suggest
that smaller populations are able to provide better performance at relatively low mutation rates.
More stable outcomes were generated using low mutation rates. Without crossover the quality of
solutions were generally impaired, and the search process was lengthened. Aside from crossover
rate zero, no other crossover rates significantly differed. The behaviors observed for best, online,
offline, and average performances were sensitive to the combined influences control parameters.
Interaction among control parameters was strongly indicated.
Finally, several adaptive penalty techniques are presented for handling constraints in
GAs, and their effectiveness is demonstrated. The constant penalty function suffered from
sensitivity to settings of penalty coefficients, and was not successful in satisfying constraints.
The adaptive penalty functions utilizes violation distance based metrics and search time based
scaling using generation or trials number, and fitness values to penalize infeasible solutions, as
the distance from the feasible region or number of generations increases so does the penalty.
They were quite successful in providing solutions with minimal effort. They adapt the penalty as
the search continues, encouraging feasible solutions to emerge over the time. Adaptive
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Many practical engineering problems can be viewed as nonlinear optimization 
tasks. However, numerical methods for solving such problems are either not applicable 
to discrete search spaces or too brittle and inefficient to search high dimensional solution 
spaces. In recent years, scientists have started looking at the natural systems as guiding 
metaphors to develop high quality solutions for difficult problems. Hence, there has been 
a growing interest in algorithms that rely on the analogies to natural processes including 
artificial neural networks, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms to solve complex 
problems. Among these, genetic algorithms (GAs) are the subject of this dissertation. 
Finding optimal or near optimal solutions to tasks that require an understanding of 
relationships among many variables has been traditionally a difficult problem. 
Mathematical models provide one mechanism for capturing these relationships in an 
explicit manner to predict how a particular system will respond under a specified set of 
conditions, and estimate the effects of various management strategies and inputs on 
systems' response. The models essentially provide a mechanism for mapping a particular 
set of input conditions to particular response. Once developed, they can therefore be used 
to search for an optimal systems response under a range of input conditions by iteratively 
defining a set of input conditions and constraints, running the model to estimate the 
response of a target variable or variables, and evaluating that response against some sort 
of objective function or criteria. 
While optimization of model results can be accomplished using numerical 
techniques, such techniques are extremely difficult to apply to nonlinear models and 
require extensive computational resources. Because the solution space the model has to 2 
explore is typically vast, the computational requirement of the optimization process has 
traditionally restricted the application of optimization techniques to relatively simple 
problems. However, recent developments in adaptive optimization has lead to some 
greatly enhanced techniques which can find optimal solutions for nonlinear problems in a 
highly efficient manner. These techniques, referred to as genetic algorithms, utilize 
"populations" of solutions which interact, reproduce, mutate, and, ultimately, rapidly and 
efficiently evolve to optimal solutions. 
Genetic algorithms are population based search techniques, originally proposed by 
Holland (Holland, 1975). They are computationally simple, adaptive and robust 
optimization techniques, using probabilistic rules to evolve a population from one 
generation to the next. A short introduction to GA is provided in the chapter one, and 
further detailed explanation on GA can be found in Holland (1975), Goldberg (1989), and 
Mitchell (1996). 
GAs draw their power from genetic operators. Three main operators responsible 
for the workings of GAs are reproduction, crossover, and mutation. The mechanics of 
reproduction, crossover and mutation operators are simple; involving string copies, partial 
string exchanges and bit flipping. However, their combined action is responsible for 
much of GAs' power. 
GAs start with an initial random population, and allocates subsequent trials to 
regions of the search space found to have high fitness. In GAs, individuals in the 
population of potential solutions are evaluated for "fitness" according to some criteria 
which utilizes a mathematical model or some other evaluation technique. By carrying 
forward the better performing individuals for breeding, new generations of solutions 
contain qualities which are adaptive and lead to better fitness, while poor quality 
solutions are left behind. This leads to a very rapid convergence to high-quality solutions, 
allowing the application of optimization to domains which were previously inaccessible 
due to computational constraints. 3 
The genetic algorithm paradigm has been proposed to generate solutions to a wide 
range of problems. In particular, several optimization problems have been investigated. 
These include engineering designs (Powell and Skolnick 1993), function optimizations 
(Reeves, 1994), combinatorial problems (Saab, and Vasant, 1991; Mutalik et. al., 1992), 
and machine learning (Grefenstette, 1993). GAs have shown good performance on a 
number of problems, but the results so far presented have mainly used small test systems. 
This work examines the application and performance of a GA on long term irrigation 
scheduling optimization using a nonlinear numerical model to evaluate fitness of a 
particular irrigation schedule. 
The irrigation scheduling can be defined as determining when and how much 
water to apply to a crop. The scheduling problem is, in general, one of the classical 
engineering problems, and an active area of research in applied artificial intelligence. 
Irrigation scheduling is an economically important but computationally difficult task. It 
has many conflicting and concurrent constraints and goals with which limited resources 
may be allocated in order to satisfy the objectives. In many cases, the combination of 
goals and resources results in an exponentially growing problem space, and has shown to 
be NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979); no known polynomial time algorithm exists 
to optimally solve these problems. 
In the last several decades, significant progress was made in the area of irrigation, 
including a more comprehensive understanding of the soil-plant-atmosphere, 
developments in irrigation systems, technical innovations in the methodology of water 
control, and high frequency low volume application of water to the root zone in precise 
and timely response for changing conditions (Heerman, et. al., 1990; Hoffman and 
Martin, 1993). However, due to declining water supplies, increasing competition for 
limited water resources, and water quality problems, irrigation scheduling remains to be 
one of the key elements for better management of irrigation applications for optimal crop 
production (Martin et. al., 1990). 
A number of methods have been previously proposed for solving the irrigation 
scheduling problem. Martin et. al., (1990) have recently provided a complete literature 4 
synopsis of the solution methods. Hoffman and Martin (1993) reviewed various methods 
of enhancing irrigation performance. Considerable effort has been spent on the 
application of optimization techniques to irrigation scheduling; some methods using 
computerized scheduling are expert systems (Jones et. al., 1987; McClendon et. al., 1989; 
Plant et. al., 1992), dynamic Programming (Johnson, 1989; Epperson et. al., 1993), 
optimal control (Zavaleta et. al. 1980; McGuckin et. al., 1987), artificial neural networks 
(McClendon et. al., 1996). 
In spite of the large number of developed methods, they have provided only a 
partial solution to the problem. Due to the vastness of the search space with many local 
optima, only a few studies have tackled long-term scheduling problems. However, all of 
these studies developed only approximate solutions and the quality of solutions were 
affected by either computational limitations, the feasibility of the final solution, or 
requirements for extensive problem reformulations prior to optimization. 
Although the problem can be set up much like dynamic programming or a 
stochastic dynamic programming problem (Belman, 1968; Dreyfus, 1965), the 
complexity of the system makes dynamic programming intractable (Johnson, 1989). 
Even assuming that all of the problems characterizing the mathematical description of the 
problem could be solved, there remains the matter of actually computing the solution, 
which are computationally very intensive. This is in part due to a phenomenon known as 
the curse of dimensionality (Belman, 1968), i.e. the number of computations necessary 
for a solution rises geometrically with the number of states and the number of time steps. 
Thus, in practice the formulation of the stochastic dynamic programming problem must 
be simplified considerably to make it computationally tractable. This simplification 
entails the substantial risk of undercutting the accuracy of the model and is in direct 
conflict with the requirement of sufficient complexity to accurately simulate the system. 
Johnson (1989) also noted the limitations of dynamic programming approach. 
In the case of adaptive control theory, the situation is even more difficult. Real 
adaptive control problems can only be solved approximately, and even these approximate 
solutions are more computationally difficult than those of the already hard to solve, non­5 
adaptive stochastic dynamic programming problems. In addition, when using crop 
models in an optimal control context; yield relationships are not differentiable between 
days. Thus, inaccurate gradients may result if the model identifies a solution that, in 
reality, is suboptimal. The stochastic optimal control approach to the irrigation 
scheduling problem while theoretically attractive, faces severe practical problems. 
Knowledge-based approaches, by making effective use of heuristic knowledge 
and rules of thumb, can to some degree address system complexity and uncertainty. This 
approach is potentially attractive for computer-based generation of irrigation schedules 
and solution of similar planning and scheduling problems. However, it requires extensive 
formulation of the problem prior to the optimization procedure. In addition, they do not 
guarantee the global optimum. 
Managers must determine how to cost-effectively distribute the limited water 
supply over a seasonal or multi-seasonal period. Scheduling methods are needed for 
irrigation, as traditional irrigation scheduling practices which only consider short term 
future irrigations are of little use for long-term irrigation, planning, and optimization 
(Martin et. al., 1990). To find a globally optimal schedule for long-term scheduling for 
planning and management, we employed genetic algorithms. 
The objective of this work is three-fold: (i) to explore applicability and 
effectiveness of using genetic algorithms in combination with relatively complex 
nonlinear crop models for seasonal irrigation scheduling, (ii) analyze the behavior of GAs 
to better understand the relationship between GAs control parameters and their effects on 
optimization performance, and (iii) to investigate approaches to handling constraints in 
GAs using adaptive penalty techniques. 
Chapter two of this work explores the application of genetic algorithm to the 
irrigation scheduling problem. We show how GAs can be successfully used for irrigation 
scheduling. We outline our approach, describe design, and implementation details of the 
application of GAs to the irrigation scheduling problem. We present experimental 6 
results, compare the algorithms and demonstrate the efficacy of GAs method and discuss 
future directions. 
In chapter three, we explore the relationship between GA control parameters and 
their effects on GA's behavior, and to improve GA performance in irrigation scheduling. 
We analyze the roles played by population size, crossover and mutation in influencing 
convergent behavior of the algorithm. A detailed examination of how the choice of each 
parameter affects performance of the GA is described. We also look for a combination of 
population, mutation and crossover which searches the fitness landscape more efficiently 
than each operator alone. 
In combinatorial optimization problems such as irrigation scheduling where there 
are many constraints, many points in the search space may often represent infeasible 
solutions and thus have zero real value. Despite GA's superior search ability, its 
performance is affected significantly by the way in which constraints are handled in the 
implementation. The conventional method passing only a constant constraint equation to 
the fitness function exhibits difficulties for a GA to locate only feasible solutions. Also, 
it is difficult to design a meaningful penalty function. If the penalty function is moderate, 
the system often returns an infeasible solution. On the other hand, if the penalty is too 
harsh and the population is composed of many infeasible individuals, those solutions 
which satisfy the constraints while far from optima can easily dominate the population 
and result in premature convergence. 
In chapter four, we investigate incorporating constraints in GAs. Several adaptive 
penalty handling techniques are proposed to improve GA performance. We give an 
overview of current approaches to constrained optimization in GA, and provide details of 
constructing various adaptive penalty functions. The results of empirical studies are 
presented with a discussion of adaptive penalty functions. 7 
CHAPTER 2 





This paper introduces a novel approach to long term irrigation scheduling using 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs). Effectiveness of GAs in the context of optimization of 
nonlinear crop models is explored, and application requirements and implementation of 
the technique is described. Performance of the GA is compared with the Monte Carlo 
optimization technique. GAs are found to have simplicity of implementation and 
surprising speed of convergence to near-optimal solutions. Results provide evidence that 
GAs can be successfully used in long-term irrigation scheduling optimization. 
2.2. INTRODUCTION 
The scheduling of various processes in industrial and agricultural production is an 
economically important task. Irrigation scheduling is an applied optimization problem 
with nonlinear behavior and many conflicting constraints that is computationally difficult. 
Scheduling is one of the classical engineering problems, and has been shown to be NP-
complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979); no known polynomial time algorithm is available to 
optimally solve the problem. Instead, researchers have relied on near optimal heuristic 
techniques for searching through huge problem space. 
Irrigation is a major component of crop production. In many areas, crop 
production is limited by the annual or multi-seasonal distribution of water (Hoffman, et. 
al., 1990). Over the last couple decades, water has become a more limited resource in 
many regions due to increased demand, resulting in restrictions on its use, and significant 8 
increase in cost (Jensen, et. al., 1990). Managers must determine how to cost effectively 
distribute the limited water supply over a seasonal or multi-seasonal period. Scheduling 
methods are needed for irrigation, as traditional irrigation scheduling practices which only 
consider short term future irrigations are of little use for long-term irrigation, planning, 
and optimization (Martin, et. al., 1990). 
Previous studies on irrigation scheduling have used various approaches ranging 
from simple soil water monitoring and checkbook methods, to computerized scheduling 
that utilizes a crop model to predict short term plant response to irrigation and optimize 
some objective function (Lindemann, et. al., 1987; Lundstrom, and Stegman, 1988; 
Sammis, et. al., 1991; Hoffman and Martin, 1993; Hill, 1996). However, long-term 
scheduling involves searching high-dimensional solution spaces, often with many local 
optima. Difficulties applying traditional optimization techniques to such searches has 
precluded progress in this area. The purpose of this study is to evaluate a new class of 
adaptive search algorithms to the problem of long-term irrigation scheduling. 
Genetic Algorithms are adaptive search methods that have been used in 
classification and optimization problems. GAs are based on the principles of population 
genetics and, constitute a special class among adaptive algorithms. They combine the 
adaptive process in nature with functional optimizations by simulating the selection of the 
best performing individuals in the population. Their strength lies in their ability to model 
the robustness, flexibility and graceful degradation of natural systems. 
The goal of this work is to explore the applicability and effectiveness of GA 
approaches for long term irrigation scheduling. Optimizing seasonal water use patterns 
should enable managers to make more effective planning of water resource use. In the 
following section, we first provide a short introduction to GA. Section 3 describes the 
irrigation scheduling problem and its formulation. Section 4 outlines our approach, 
describes design, and implementation details of the application of GAs to the irrigation 
scheduling problem. In Section 5 we show experimental results, compare the algorithms 
and demonstrate the efficacy of GAs method. Finally, section 6 discusses the conclusions 
and future directions. 9 
2.3. GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
Genetic algorithms are robust stochastic search methods, initially proposed by 
Holland (Holland, 1975). Detailed descriptions and results of GA can be found in the 
literature (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989; Davis, 1991; Michalewicz, 1992; Mitchell, 
1996). 
GAs have been applied to various optimization problems in different domains 
including engineering, physical sciences, computer science, social sciences and others 
(Wright, 1991; Forest and Kress, 1991; Axelson, 1993; Husbands, 1994; Mitchell, 1996; 
Grierson and Hajela, 1996). In particular, GAs have been successful in obtaining near 
optimal solutions to many different combinatorial optimization problems (Davis, 1991; 
Mualik, et. al., 1992; Mitchell, 1996) 
GAs are iterative adaptive general purpose search strategies based on the 
principles of population genetics (Holland, 1975). Optimization using GAs involves 1) 
representing potential solutions to a given problem in terms of individuals, 2) creating an 
initial population of individuals, 3) applying genetic operators to produce new 
individuals, and 4) using an evaluation criterion to assess the fitness of each individual. 
Initially, a given population is established by encoding potential solutions in the 
search space as chromosomes. The parameters of solution is mapped to a specific gene 
located on the chromosome. Each of the individuals in the population represented by a 
single chromosome, is evaluated for its fitness. The evaluation function is the link 
between the GAs and the problem to be solved. An evaluation function takes a 
chromosome as input and returns a value that is a measure of the chromosome's 
performance on the problem to be solved. Evaluation functions play the same role in 
genetic algorithms that the environment plays in natural selection. 
Three simple operators, reproduction, crossover, and mutation are the essence of 
genetic algorithms. 10 
Selection: Using a probabilistic selection process, the population for the next 
generation is formed. The parent individuals are selected based on their fitnesses. 
Individuals with higher fitness have a greater chance of contributing offspring. The 
selection mechanism plays an important role for driving the search towards better 
solutions. 
Crossover (recombination): Crossover involves the exchange of genetic material 
from two parents by randomly swapping parts of their chromosomes. Crossover provides 
a powerful exploration capability by producing new individuals for further evaluation 
within the hyperplanes already represented in the population. 
Mutation: By modifying one or more of the gene values of an existing 
individual, mutation creates new individuals, generally resulting in increased variability 
of the population. It insures that the probability of reaching any point in the search space 
is never zero. 
In each step of genetic algorithms, called generation, all individuals in the 
population are, first, evaluated by the objective function and assigned fitness values that 
reflect the individual's positive characteristics. Individuals are then selected, based on 
their fitness to participate in mating. During mating, through the operation of crossover, 
chromosomes exchange their genetic material parts and produce a new recombinant 
individual. Then, mutation operation is applied to the population by randomly selecting 
an individual gene for modification. A new population of possible solutions is thus 
produced by selecting the best individuals from the previous "generation", and mating 
them to produce a new set of individuals. This new generation contains a higher 
proportion of the characteristics possessed by the fit members of the previous generation. 
In this way, over many generations, desirable characteristics are spread throughout the 
population, being mixed and exchanged with other desirable characteristics as they 
proceed. 
By favoring mating of more fit individuals, the most promising areas of the search 
space are explored. The goal of GAs is to exploit hyperplane information feedback by 11 
evaluating the relative fitness of individuals to allocate reproductive opportunities, 
directing the search toward particular regions or partitions in hyperspace that contain 
above average competitive solutions (Ackley, 1987). This process is repeated for a 
predetermined number of generations, until the individuals become homogeneous, or 
there is no further progress made. Thus, if the GAs have been designed well, the 
population will converge to an optimal solution to the problem. Figure 2.1 summarizes 
workings of simple GAs. 
beginGA
t:=0; 
Initialize Population ( t) ; 
Evaluate Population ( t ) ; 
while not terminate Population ( t )
t:=t+1; 
Population ( t ) : = Select Population ( t -I) ; 
Recombine Population ( t ) ; 
Mutate Population ( t ) ; 
Evaluate Population ( t ) ; 
endWhile 
endGA. 
Figure 2-1. The genetic algorithms flow control. 
2.4. PROBLEM DEFINITION  - IRRIGATION SCHEDULING 
In irrigation management, maximizing net return is a common objective, 
constrained by the need to minimize irrigation costs, maximize yield, optimally distribute 
a limited water supply, minimize groundwater pollution, or optimize the production from 
a limited irrigation system capacity. The available water supply and irrigation costs are 
usually the most critical factors in determining the appropriate management strategy 12 
(Martin et. al., 1990). Scheduling may minimize over-irrigation and subsequent waste of 
water, decrease the potential for nutrient leaching, and increase product quality (Hoffman 
and Martin, 1993). 
An irrigation schedule consists of a sequence of dates on which water is to be 
applied to the crop, and for each date an amount of water to apply. While it is easy to 
describe, this goal is difficult to accomplish. During the crop growth season of about 250 
days for winter wheat (starting from sowing day till the end of growth season), irrigation 
decisions need to be made on a daily basis. For example, 250 days of long-term 
scheduling presents 2250 different possible irrigation decisions. Thus, the solution space 
for this problem is 2250 (or 1.80925+e75). Since the solution space is so vast, it cannot be 
tackled exhaustively. Assuming an extremely fast computer could test one million 
different schedules per second, it would take 5.737+e67 years to test all possibilities. 
NP-complete problems are those whose complexity increases exponentially with 
the number of input parameters, and take years to solve using traditional approaches. 
Seasonal irrigation scheduling is an NP-complete problem. Realistically, we can only 
explore a minute fraction of the vast search space. The question then becomes, how we 
can organize the search so that the likelihood of locating a near-optimal solution is 
increased. The usual approach is to iteratively refine a trial solution until the refinement 
process produces no further improvements. However, GAs take a different approach: 
they cross breed the solutions, and allow only the best-performing solutions to emerge 
over generations. 
For this study, the following decision criteria for the irrigation strategies were 
assumed. A center pivot irrigation system was used with a sum of fixed and variable 
costs of irrigation $5.00/ha., other costs were not included in the simulation. The wheat 
crop was assumed to have a value of $3.25/bushel. A two day minimum rotation time 
was assumed for a center pivot irrigation system. The amount of irrigation applied per 
application was taken to be constant, 25 mm, throughout crop growth season. 13 
In this study we employed a numerical model described below, to simulate plant 
growth and predict crop yield response to any given irrigation schedule. The goal is to 
find a long-term schedule for the crop growth season that will provide the maximum 
return from crop. The objective function, f(x), is the net return from the crop: 
f(x) = Cy * Cp - IN * lc  (1) 
where Cy is crop yield, Cp is crop price, IN is number of irrigation per season, and /c is 
cost of irrigation per application. 
No other constraints in the first part of this study was considered. Thus, the 
complete long-term scheduling problem consists of the maximization of equation (1). 
2.5. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION - THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
In GAs, we have to define an evaluation function to evaluate each individual and 
assigns a value which reflects the individual's positive characteristics. The primary 
requirement of a fitness function in GA is to estimate the quality of a given encoded 
solution in the problem domain. For the current application, the computed fitness value 
must reflect the extent to which the model correctly predicts the real systems' behavior 
for the given generated schedule. Thus, we seek to use a model that captures the essence 
of the important components of irrigation scheduling. Therefore, the system employed a 
dynamic non-linear crop model, the CERES-Wheat (Ritchie and Otter, 1985; Canpolat 
and Bolte, 1993) to evaluate the irrigation schedules (individuals in the population) 
generated by the GAs. The details of the model used in this study were described 
previously (Ritchie and Ottter, 1985; Godwin et. al., 1989; Johnson, 1989; Canpolat and 
Bolte, 1993). 
The CERES models were developed to provide users with the capability to study 
alternative crop management strategies (Ritchie and Ottter, 1985; Jones and Kiniry, 14 
1986). They have been used in many stages of farm management and irrigation 
scheduling (Martin, et. al., 1985; Johnson, 1989; Jones and Ritchie, 1990). These models 
have been widely validated throughout the world (Otter et. al., 1987). They are useful 
tools for studying the effects of irrigation on crop growth and yield. 
The CERES models incorporates the effects of soil, weather, crop and 
management factors. They consist of a system of non-linear equations describing rates of 
change of dry matter and amount of water consumed daily, based upon plant status and 
available soil water. They are useful to predict results under any sequence of weather, 
different soil and water conditions (Jones and Ritchie, 1990). The CERES models are 
therefore suitable for predicting crop response to various irrigation management 
strategies. 
For each irrigation schedule, GAs call the CERES model to evaluate the schedule 
and obtain a fitness value. The objective function is very complex due to the large 
number of variables to consider, and computationally very expensive. 
2.6. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Our genetic algorithm implementation is based on a modified version of 
GENESIS (Grefenstette, 1984). The modifications include additional data acquisition 
features, a direct flipping of the bits during mutation for given positioning rather than a 
random flipping, and additional stopping criteria. 
2.6.1. Representation of Individuals 
GAs encode information into strings or chromosome represented internally as 
strings. The coding schema defines how an individual will represent a potential solution 
of the problem at hand. In this study, each individual in the population represents a 
schedule, coded in the form of binary string. Because the irrigation scheduling variables 15 
are discrete and it is easy to represent as whole set of bits, out of many coding 
mechanisms available, a binary coding is adopted. In this representation, each day can be 
assigned one of the two bit values, '0' or '1'. Representing irrigation scheduling this way 
is straightforward and natural. The crop growth season from the beginning of simulation 
till end of growth can be up to 250 days. Therefore, a 250-bit chromosome length was 
used, each bit corresponding to a day in the growing season. In this representation, a '1' 
on any position indicates an irrigation event occurs, and a '0' means no irrigation is 
scheduled. The coding scheme of individuals is illustrated in Figure 2-2. 
Figure 2-2. Representation of schedules in chromosomes. 
2.6.2. GAs Parameter Settings 
Since the behavior of GAs is stochastic, the performance usually varies from run 
to run. Consequently, twenty independent runs were executed with different random 
seeds with the following GAs parameter settings. 16 
Population Size  250 
Chromosome Length  250 
Chromosome Representation  binary 
Crossover Type  two-point 
Crossover Rate  0.60 
Mutation Probability  0.001 
Scaling window  15 
Generation Gap  1.0 
Selection Method  roulette-wheel with elitist 
Number of Trials  300,000 
Number of Experiments  20 
Table 2-1. GAs parameter settings. 
2.6.3. Evaluations 
The convergence of the algorithm is determined based on the ratio of the average 
population fitness to the best fitness. When this ratio approaches unity, the algorithm is 
stopped. The implementation of a stopping criterion depends highly on the desired 
schedule returns and the available computer resources. If the absolute optimal schedule is 
desired, the iterative process should be continued until no improvement in the best 
solution is encountered over a large number of iterations. However, this stopping 
criterion is often too time consuming because the algorithm only asymptotically reaches 
the optimal solution. Therefore it is advisable to stop the algorithm at an earlier but 
mature stage in the scheduling process. 
The optimum solution for our problem is not known. Therefore, we could not use 
optimal solution as the stopping criteria. Due to the complexity of the model, only a 
limited number of function evaluations for the chosen problem can be accomplished in a 
reasonable amount of computer time. 
Therefore, each replicate was run for 300,000 evaluations with the best individual 
recorded at each generation using. During these runs data was collected on the 17
 
performance of individuals and populations. The performance of a single run was taken 
to be the evaluation of the best individual in the population at the end, i.e. after 300,000 
schedules have been created and evaluated. 
Since we are concerned with the total number of function evaluations, we 
examined the average number of trials to obtain a solution. During each run, the best, on­
line, off-line, and average fitness values of the population were also examined at each 
generation. The values obtained from a set of runs were averaged together to produce 
representative generational histories. 
A scaling value of 500 was added to the fitness values to prevent having a 
negative fitness which otherwise could cause some individuals with positive values to 
dominate the population in the early stages of search. 
2.6.4. Comparisons of GAs versus Monte Carlo 
To investigate the performance of GAs as function optimizers in irrigation 
scheduling, Monte Carlo simulations were run to provide a baseline for evaluation. The 
Monte Carlo technique was chosen for comparison because it is a commonly used 
probabilistic search technique. To allow direct comparison, the Monte Carlo 
optimization technique used the same objective function as the GA. The irrigation 
schedules were generated randomly and tested. 
The performance of GAs and the Monte Carlo techniques were assessed based on 
the number of trials and the quality of solutions. In order to compare their respective 
performance both algorithms were run until the number of function evaluations was equal 
to that performed by GA. Thus, the runs in Monte Carlo were repeated 20 times, with 
each run containing 300,000 trials. 18 
2.7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The stochastic nature of a genetic algorithms means that different results are 
obtained for each run; for all of the graphs presented here, the results were averaged over 
20 runs in order to provide reliable indicators of performance. 
We carried out 300,000 trials, approximately 1800 generations for each run of a 
GA. Using a Sparc-20, nine evaluation per second could be performed, or about ten 
hours to complete a single run. Figure 2.3 shows typical best-of-generation returns from 
the schedules for 20 independent runs with different initial populations. The plot shows 
that the fitness increases with successive generations. Near optimal solutions are 
obtained after around 150 generations with approximately 25,000 function evaluations. It 
should be noted that the total number of trials per generations is not always the  same. 
Only part of the population for the next generation is recombinant types, and the 
algorithm evaluates only newly generated schedules, therefore, fewer than 250 
individuals were evaluated in successive generations after the first generation. Because 
of the stochastic nature of the algorithm, the number of generations to obtain 300,000 
trials differed from one run to another. 19 
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Figure 2-3. Performance of Genetic Algorithms. 
The solid-thick line represents the mean best fitness schedule at any generation. 
Vertical lines indicate the standard error of mean best fitness. All runs of GA were 
characterized by the following properties. GAs find the regions of good performance 
very quickly; the majority of the time is spent locating relatively small improvements in 
search of optimal solution. For example, when a typical run is analyzed (Table 2-2 and 
Figure 2-3), it is clear that the vast majority of the time between generations 180-1800, 
(corresponding to trials between 30,000 and 300,000) is spent making very small 
improvements. This indicates that GAs is more suited to finding good solutions quickly 
rather than finding the absolute best. In particular, considering the nature of our problem, 
in many instances finding a near optimum solution might be all we need due to the 
probabilistic characteristics of the irrigation scheduling. In many cases, the near optimal 
solution should provide a reasonably satisfactory answer. 20 
In our problem, which is computationally very expensive and no optimum 
solution is known, the creation of near-optimal schedules without searching through the 
entire problem space is a crucial task. Consequently, we could practically search only a 
small portion of the vast search space. Indeed, GAs tested only a minute fraction 
(1.6*10-24%) of this search space to find near optimum solutions. 
Goner- on-line  off -line  best  average trials ations  fitness  fitness  fitness  fitness 
0  250  74.6 ± 1.7  193.2 ± 8.7  207.9 ± 8.7  74.8 ± 1.6 
12  2,000  144.7 ±2.6  263.6 ± 7.5  319.5 ± 12.7  204.9 ± 4.3 
24  4,000  195.3 ± 4.0  312.0 ± 8.7  406.3 ± 14.4  293.8 ± 9.0 
35  6,000  239.9 ± 5.5  353.5 ± 8.9  475.1 ± 8.9  372.6 ± 10.4 
47  8,000  281.6 ± 6.1  392.9 ± 8.4  560.7 ± 11.7  450.3 ± 9.6 
59  10,000  321.9 ± 6.4  430.9 ± 7.9  616.6 ± 9.4  527.8 + 8.9 
71  12,000  360.6± 6.1  464.9 ± 7.0  659.1 ± 7.8  587.1 ± 7.1 
83  14,000  395.4 ± 5.7  494.3 ± 6.3  688.2 ± 6.9  629.2 ± 5.8 
95  16,000  425.9 ± 5.3  519.5 ± 5.8  713.0 ± 6.2  660.6 ± 5.8 
107  18,000  453.3 ± 5.0  542.2 ± 5.5  739.9 ± 6.0  689.5 ± 6.0 
119  20,000  477.8 ± 5.0  562.6 ± 5.4  759.4 ± 5.4  717.8 ± 6.1 
156  26,000  537.1 ± 4.2  610.2 ± 4.5  776.4 ± 1.4  744.8 ± 1.4 
180  30,000  564.3 ± 3.7  632.2 ± 3.9  777.8 ± 1.3  745.0 ± 1.6 
241  40,000  608.8 1 2.9  668.5 ± 3.1  779.4 ± 1.0  744.8 ± 1.3 
302  50,000  635.6 ± 2.4  690.7 ± 2.5  780.5 ± 0.6  745.0 ± 1.2 
363  60,000  653.8 ± 2.0  705.6 ± 2.2  781.1 ± 0.4  746.2 ± 0.8 
424  70,000  666.8 ± 1.7  716.4 ± 1.9  781.7 ± 0.4  745.7 ± 1.0 
485  80,000  676.5 1 1.5  724.5 ± 1.7  781.9 ± 0.3  746.3 ± 1.0 
546  90,000  684.1 ± 1.3  730.9 ± 1.5  782.1 ± 0.4  745.9 + 1.0 
607  100,000  690.2 ± 1.2  736.0 ± 1.4  782.1 ± 0.3  746.5 ± 1.2 
911  150,000  708.6 ± 0.8  751.4 ± 0.9  782.7 ± 0.2  746.9 ± 1.2 
1,217  200,000  717.8 1 0.6  759.3 ± 0.7  782.9 ± 0.2  746.9 ± 1.2 
1,522  250,000  723.4 + 0.5  764.0 ± 0.6  783.1 ± 0.3  746.3 ± 1.1 
1,800  300,000  727.0 ± 0.4  767.1 ± 0.5  783.2 ± 0.4  746.3 ± 1.1 
Table 2-2. The performance results of a typical GA run. 
The summary of the results for mean and confidence intervals of on-line, off-line, 
average, and best fitness values are presented in Table 2-2. In all 20 runs of GAs, the 
average of the near optimum solution was found to be 783.2, the best fitness value 
recorded in one run was 785.6 with a mean standard error of 0.16. The quality and 21 
consistency of the optima found in each of the run, indicates the GA's reliability for 
identifying near optimal solutions for the scheduling problem. 
The two alternative performance measures in GAs, on-line and off-line averages, 
were also analyzed (De Jong, 1975). The on-line performance is the average of all 
function evaluations up to and including the current trial. This measure gauges ongoing 
performance. The off-line performance is the average best solutions. The off-line 
performance is a running average of all the best performance values to a particular time. 
In Figure 2-4, mean of the best, average, on-line, and off-line performance values 
are plotted. Several interesting things can be noted from the plotted curves. The solid 
line shows the fitness of the best individual at each generation. This curve is monotonic, 
since the elitist selection ensures the best individuals are never lost. After 30 thousand 
trials or 150 generations, each run has settled in a near optimum solution that did not 
show any further improvement. As GAs proceeded with more generations, there was not 
much improvement in the population's fitness, and the best individual did not appear to 
be making significant improvement for subsequent populations. As the generations 
progressed, the population was filled by more fit individuals, with only slight deviation 
from the fitness of the best individual so far found; average fitness came very close to the 
fitness of the best individual. 22 
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Figure 2-4. Mean on-line, off-line, average, and best performances. 
The iterative application of selection, crossover and mutation operators leads to 
new populations with improved average fitness. The convergence of the algorithm can be 
determined based on the ratio of the average population fitness to the best fitness. Figure 
2-5 shows the performances of population averages for all runs in an enlarged view of 
previous figure. 23 
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Figure 2-5. Average performance of GAs, an enlarged view. 
The average population fitness in each of the 20 runs is also indicative of how 
well the GA is working. Figure 2-5 shows that at the beginning of the run, the average 
fitness of the population is fairly low. As the number of generations pass, the average 
fitness has a definite upward trend which approaches the best of generation fitness levels 
shown in Figure 2-5. Again, there is a certain amount of GAs noise present as a result of 
crossover and mutation, but GAs still bring the average fitness of the entire population up 
quickly. During this stage of the search, the algorithm fine-tunes solutions toward one of 
the local optima of the search space. As in nature, the ability of any population to survive 
(using some measure of fitness) will change from generation to generation, producing 
superior individuals at different times, but not always with a general upward trend in the 
population average. 
Figure 2-6 illustrates the response of yield to irrigation schedules. The yield 
increased quickly in response to better schedules in the early stage of the search. 
However, as the search continued, the yield fluctuated and demonstrated a non-linear 
behavior in response to schedules. As the fitness steadily increased, the algorithm found 24 
schedules with fewer irrigation applications that can provide higher net return, although it 
would mean less yield, as shown by decline in the yield curve in the figure. Furthermore, 
the algorithm found better schedules with the same number of irrigations that could 
provide higher yield resulting in higher fitness values. This can be observed with an 
increase in the yield curve in the figure. 
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Figure 2-6. Yield response to irrigation schedules. 
GAs vs. Monte Carlo: The effectiveness of the GA approach was demonstrated 
when we ran Monte Carlo simulations using the same evaluation routine. The quality of 
solution and the number of evaluations were used as comparison measure. Figure 2.6 
shows the performance of Monte Carlo for one million trials for each of ten runs and their 
average performance. 25 
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Figure 2-7. Performance of Monte Carlo Runs. 
Although, the optimal solution was found in every run using GAs, the Monte 
Carlo simulations were unable to find a reasonably acceptable solution, let alone an 
optimal one. 
Figure 2.8 compares the best schedules obtained via GAs and Monte Carlo 
method. It is clear that GAs perform substantially better than Monte Carlo method. 26 
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Figure 2-8. Performance of GAs and Monte Carlo. 
In Figure 2-8, initially the population is heterogeneous in that it consists of 
randomly generated chromosomes that are quite dissimilar. At this point, the 
performance of GA is similar to that of Monte Carlo. However, GAs quickly begins to 
locate highly fit individuals. This phase lasts until approximately 25,000 individuals have 
been produced. At this point the population starts converging to a single solution. After 
this point, the GA searches around the region of that solution, with mutation the principal 
introducer of diversity. 
2.8. DISCUSSIONS 
In this paper, we have explored the application of genetic algorithm to the 
irrigation scheduling problem. We have shown how GAs can be successfully used for 
irrigation scheduling. We have also demonstrated the efficacy of our method, and 
compared it with the Monte Carlo approach. Given approximately the same number of 
fitness evaluations, GA performed consistently better than the Monte Carlo approach in 27 
all runs, both in terms of the average cost of the solutions found and the best-found 
solution. The Monte Carlo method is a useful approach to optimization because it does 
not require that the merit function be unimodal. Unfortunately, it carries no guarantee 
that an optimum solution will be found. 
The presented adoption of GAs provides a significant capability for optimal 
irrigation scheduling. The principle advantages reside in the fact that no gradient measure 
is required for the search process, and hence, the method is not susceptible to the pitfalls 
of non-linear programming and hill-climbing schemes (Ackley, 1987). Traditional 
methods for locating optimal solutions use heuristics that explore the neighborhood 
around a single trial solution; even when augmented with occasional jumps to distant 
parts of the solution space, these heuristics tend to get snagged in local optima. By 
maintaining a multipoint perspective on many regions of the space, GAs have a much 
higher chance of locating a global optimum. They do this even when the function 
defining fitness is discontinuous, irregular or noisy. It is important to recognize that even 
though the method is not plagued by the typical pitfalls of the hill-climbing schemes, it 
does not guarantee location of the global optimum. 
The irrigation scheduling approach presented in this paper offers several 
advantages over the classical irrigation scheduling (optimization) techniques. First, many 
search techniques require much auxiliary information in order to work properly. For 
example, gradient techniques need derivatives in order to be able to climb the current 
peak, other local search procedures like the greedy techniques of combinatorial 
optimization require access to most if not all tabular parameters, and expert systems 
would require intensive problem formulation. By contrast, GAs have no need for all this 
auxiliary information, `GAs are blind'. To perform an effective search for better and 
better structures, they only require objective function values associated with individual 
schedules. This characteristic makes a GA a more canonical (standard) method than 
many search schemes. The second advantage of the technique is its versatility; this 
technique can be applied directly to schedules. The third advantage of the technique is its 
simplicity. The GAs are problem-independent as the evaluation function for search 28 
points. The fitness function is the only problem-specific part of the algorithm. The 
scheduling process only requires the formulation of an objective function to guide the 
GAs towards the optimal solution. 
The complexity of the problem studied and the large size of the search space, 2250, 
prohibits the use of most other optimization techniques. The nature of the problem 
indicates that the search space contains many local optima. Thus, it can be expected that 
traditional search techniques would perform poorly. Where an exhaustive search would 
fail due to time and memory constraints for this problem, GAs discovered near optimal 
schedules with no difficulty. To achieve a near optimal solution, GAs required a 
surprisingly small number of function evaluations, approximately 25,000, relative to the 
size of the search space. The overall positive results supports the potential of GAs at the 
long-term irrigation management, and suggests they can be used for many other complex 
optimization problems in biological management. 
GAs and Monte-Carlo techniques, although both based on random search, are 
fundamentally different approaches. The basic differences can be summarized as follows. 
The GAs maintain a population of solutions, and they search from a population of 
points. GAs search through large solution space quickly even though they only require 
payoff information. Furthermore, because of the processing leverage associated with 
GAs, the method has a much more global perspective than many common methods in 
engineering optimization techniques. 
GAs efficiently exploit historical information to speculate on a new search point 
which are more fit. GAs are best characterized as a population-based hill-climber 
(Ackley, 1987). Like hill-climbers, a GA, exploits past successes and explores new 
alternatives, extending the hill climber by maintaining a population of alternatives. GAs 
attempt to use knowledge gained from previous guesses while providing a facility for 
keeping the search from getting too narrowly focused. In GAs, the population is able to 
adapt to a given an environment by randomized processes of reproduction, 
recombination, and mutation. Through an environmental feedback individuals get a 29 
quality information (fitness), and the selection process favors the individuals of higher 
quality to survive. Thus, during the search process the average quality of the population 
increases leading to an optimum point. 
By contrast, the Monte Carlo optimization method searches from single point to 
single point. This point-by-point method often locates false peaks in problems with many 
local optima. GAs work from a population points simultaneously climbing many peaks 
in parallel, thus reducing the probability of finding a false peak, 
As in the Monte Carlo method, GAs use probabilistic transition rules to guide 
their search. Unlike Monte Carlo methods, GAs use random choice as a tool to guide a 
search toward regions of the search space with likely improvement. 
Taken together, these differences, 1) direct use of a coding, search from a 
population, 2) blindness to auxiliary information, and 3) randomized operators, contribute 
to a genetic algorithm's robustness and resulting advantage over other more commonly 
used techniques. 
Because the GAs optimize a population of schedules and relies on probabilistic 
transitions, many near optimal schedules can be found. Compared with other 
optimization methods, the GAs give the manager more freedom in the choice of the best 
schedule. 
The GAs is an extremely powerful optimization technique, but its efficacy is 
dependent on the ability to do relatively a large number of evaluations in a reasonable 
amount of time. In our study, using a relatively complex model, only a few evaluations 
per second could be performed. In actual applications, only a few thousand evaluations 
may be feasible when using complex evaluation functions. However, we have not fine 
tuned the GA's parameters, and neither have we investigated other approaches that may 
significantly reduce the number of evaluations and bring it to an acceptable level. In 
addition, because GAs are inherently parallel, it can be expected that parallel 
implementation will reduce computation times significantly. 30 
The current system focuses on binary irrigation decisions. Future studies will 
examine incorporating additional decision variables, and include application amounts. It 
is expected that GA may be efficiently applicable to many kinds of other farm 
management problems. 
Although the results are quite encouraging, more improvements seem possible by 
fine tuning of the control parameters, and investigating other representations schemes. 
Theory and evidence suggest that GAs implemented here may perform better with 
different set of parameters. Investigations of optimum parameter values for GAs and 
their effects on the performance of algorithms are being explored. 
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CHAPTER 3 
AN ANALYSIS OF CONTROL PARAMETERS OF GENETIC
 
ALGORITHMS IN SEASONAL IRRIGATION SCHEDULING
 
3.1. ABSTRACT 
Effects of various parameters on the behavior of GAs are analyzed. Control 
parameters including crossover rate (0.0-0.8), mutation rate (0.0 and 0.008) and 
population size (5-250) are compared. The results suggest that smaller populations are 
able to locate solutions and provide better performance at a relatively low mutation rate 
(0.0005-0.001). The population size had the strongest effect on the performance. The 
average performances of small populations were better than that of large populations. 
The performance is very sensitive to mutation rate (pm) and less so to crossover rate (pa). 
More stable outcomes were generated using low mutation rates than high mutation rates. 
Without crossover the quality of solutions were in general impaired, and the search 
process was lengthened. Aside from the crossover rate of zero where search was 
impaired, no other crossover rates significantly differed. The behaviors observed for best, 
online, offline, and average performances were sensitive to the of population size, 
crossover and mutation rates and the effects were similar for each. An interaction among 
population, crossover and mutation was strongly indicated. 
3.2. INTRODUCTION 
Previous work has addressed the issues of using genetic algorithms to optimize 
irrigation scheduling. The genetic algorithm is a powerful optimization technique, but its 
efficacy is dependent on the ability to do a large number of evaluations in a reasonable 
amount of time. The previous study indicated that GA could find near optimal solutions 
after about 30,000 evaluations. Although the quality of solutions as quite satisfactory, the 32 
cost of fitness evaluation is very expensive. Therefore, the time it takes GAs to find a 
solution may be beyond practical resources. 
The ability to locate near-optimal solutions and the rate of convergence to 
solutions are both dependent upon the choice of parameters in the GA. Parameters such 
as population size, mutation rate, crossover rate, choice of crossover mechanism, etc. may 
have a profound effect on the success of the algorithm, and determine whether the GA 
can be of value for the problem at hand. 
Selecting parameter settings for GAs, such as population size and crossover rate, 
is often left to the GA user. The size of the population can be critical in many 
applications of GAs, but no definite recommendation is available. On the one hand, if 
too small population size is selected, it can easily lead to stochastic sampling errors, as a 
smaller population carries less information. This can result in premature convergence, 
leading to deterioration of the obtained solutions. On the other hand, if the population 
size is too large, the GA may waste computational resources. Population sizes used for 
GA are typically range from a 50 to 4,000 or more (De Jong, 1975; and Hinton and 
Nowlan 1987). Similarly, while the mutation and crossover rate should be sufficient to 
prevent stagnation in the population, it must still be low enough that the propagation of 
schemata is not hindered (Goldberg, 1989). 
Previous researchers have attempted to find reasonable settings for GAs 
parameters (De Jong, 1975; Grefenstette, 1986; and Schaffer, et. al, 1989). However, the 
problem of characterizing the performance of GAs in various domains is complex. The 
performance of a GA varies with the application domain as well as with the 
implementation parameters, and there are no conclusive results on what is best. This is 
due in part to the absence of strong predictive theories which specify such things a priori. 
Therefore, it is difficult to give a general set of rules for the determination of these 
parameters, and they generally must be tuned to the problem to be solved. 
The goal of this work is two-fold: to explore and better understand the 
relationship between GA control parameters and their effects on the GA's behavior, and 33
 
to improve GAs performance in irrigation scheduling. We analyze the roles played by 
population size, crossover and mutation operators, in influencing convergent behavior of 
the algorithm. We investigate how sensitive the GA is to changes in its control 
parameters. We also look for a combination of population, mutation and crossover which 
searches the fitness landscape efficiently. 
In the following section, previous theoretical and practical work related to control 
parameters is reviewed. Section 4 will describe the experimental approaches, and section 
5 will present the results. A conclusion section will follow the results. 
3.3. EXISTING EMPIRICAL AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
When discussing the choice of parameters for various optimizers, Ackley (1987) 
indicates that "...including genetic algorithms, the efficiency of any given search strategy 
can usually be dramatically affected by the choice of parameter values, and the best 
parameter values for searching one function may be quite different from the best values 
for another function..." 
Holland's schema processing estimate 0(n3) is often cited theory related to 
population size (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989a). It states that the number of schemata 
processed is proportional to the cube of the population size. However, no general 
statement can be made as to what the suggested population size could be for any given 
problem. Goldberg (1985) has conducted some studies to relate string length to 
population size and has given some guidelines in choosing an effective population size. 
His work indicates that using the criterion that we should try to maximize the expected 
number of new schemata per individual, the optimal size for binary-coded strings grows 
exponentially with the length of the string 1. He presented a heuristic that allows in 
principal the determination of an optimal population size so that the number of different 
combinations of bits per individual is maximized. This ratio grows exponentially with 
the length, 1, of the chromosomes, since optimal population size = 1.65*2
0.21*/
.  This 34 
population size exceeds practically feasible computational resources. As an example, for 
our problem with chromosome length of1=250, applying Goldberg's heuristic, the 
optimal population size = 1.05*1016, a number that is clearly not usable. This is  an 
extremely large population in most real-world problems, and the practical performance of 
the GA would be quite uncompetitive with other optimization. Some refinements of this 
work are reported (Goldberg, 1989a), but they do not change the overall conclusions 
significantly. 
De Jong (1975) performed a study of how parameters affected the GA's on-line 
and off-line performance on a small suite of test functions. His experiments indicated 
that the best population size was 50 to 100 individuals, the best single-point crossover 
rate was 0.60 per pair of parents, and the best mutation probability was 0.001 per bit. 
These settings became widely used in the GA community, even though it was not clear 
how well the GA would perform with these settings on problems outside De Jong's test 
suite 
Grefenstette (1986), used a genetic algorithm to find good values for these 
parameters. His parameter settings outperformed DeJong's hand-derived parameter 
settings on the same test problems, but the improvement was slight. He suggested a 
population size of 30, the crossover rate to 0.95, the mutation rate to 0.01 for online 
performance. Note that Grefenstette's results call for a smaller population and higher 
crossover and mutation rates than De Jong's. He was not able to find a parameter set that 
beat De Jong's for off-line performance. This was an interesting experiment, but again, in 
view of the specialized test suite, it is not clear how generally these recommendations 
hold. Others have shown that there are many fitness functions for which these parameter 
settings are not optimal (Mitchell, 1996). 
More recently, Schaffer et. al., (1989) investigated a range of parameters on the 
on-line performance of a GA on a small set of numerical optimization problems including 
some of De Jong's functions encoded with Gray Coding. They were able to show that the 
optimal parameter settings vary from problem to problem, but that parameter settings 
found by their search performed well across the range of their test suite. These settings 35 
included a population size of 30-50, crossover rate of 0.75-0.95, and mutation rate of 
0.005 to 0.01. They used online performance instead of best performance that we focus 
on for practical reasons. 
Although Grefenstette (1986) and Schaffer et al. (1989) found that particular 
setting of parameters worked for on-line performance, their test suits depended heavily on 
the De Jong problem suite and have concentrated on parameter sets that provide good 
performance on the whole suite. Revees (1993) reported that small populations were 
sufficient for binary strings, but considerably larger population size were required for 
larger alphabet sized representations. It seems unlikely that any general principles about 
parameter settings can be formulated a priori, in view of the variety of problem types, 
encodings, and performance criteria that are possible in different applications. 
One of the major issues in genetic algorithms is the relative importance of two 
genetic operators: mutation and crossover. Proponents of the Holland (1975) style of 
genetic algorithm assert that crossover is the more powerful of the two operators because 
it focuses the search where good results have already been achieved. Most of the early 
comments regarding the importance of crossover pointed out its ability to recombine 
highly fit schemes as the reason it should be useful. Some studies have reported its effect 
on performance (De Jong, 1975; De Jong and Spears, 1992; Liepins and Vose, 1992). In 
most of these analyses mutation is considered to be a background operator and of 
secondary importance. To support these views, experimental results have been presented, 
illustrating the power of crossover (De Jong, 1975). 
Alternatively, Fogel et. al., (1966) illustrated how mutation and selection can be 
used to evolve finite state automatons for a variety of tasks. Sophisticated versions of 
evolution strategies, with adaptive mutation rates, proved quite useful for function 
optimization tasks (Schwefel, 1981; Back, 1993; Fogel, 1993). Fogel and Atmar (1990) 
claimed that crossover does not have advantage over mutation. Most recently, Schaffer 
and Eshelman (1991) empirically compare mutation and crossover, and conclude that 
mutation alone is not always sufficient. Jones (1995) has performed some interesting 36
 
experiments attempting to demonstrate the different possible roles of crossover in GAs. 
Muhlenbein (1989) argued that the power of mutation has been underestimated in 
traditional GAs, and in many cases a GAs with mutation strategy will work better than a 
GA with crossover, and this point was further supported in Hinterding et. al., (1995). 
Recently, Spears (1993) also discussed on the power of mutation versus crossover, he 
reported while mutation and crossover have the same ability for disruption of existing 
schemes, crossover is a more robust constructor of new schemes. Tate and Smith (1993), 
note that optimal mutation rate depends on the choice of encodings, and a lower mutation 
rate may be more beneficiary for problems with binary encoding versus to a higher 
mutation rates for non-binary encodings. From these, we may conclude that empirical 
studies have not had consistent results and have differed considerably from theoretical 
suggestions. 
3.4. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
The irrigation scheduling system was described in detail in an earlier chapter, and 
will be only briefly repeated here. 
Irrigation scheduling is an active area of research in farm management. Irrigation 
scheduling involves the temporal planning of water application. It involves deciding 
when and how much water to apply to a field. 
An irrigation schedule consists of a sequence of dates on which water is to be 
applied to the crop, and for each date an amount of water to apply. While it is easy to 
describe, this goal is difficult to accomplish. During the crop growth season of about 250 
days for winter wheat (starting from sowing day till the end of growth season), irrigation 
decisions need to be made on a daily basis. 250 days of scheduling presents 2250 different 
possible selections. Thus, the solution space for this problem is 2250 (or 1.80925+e75). 
Since the solution space is so vast, it cannot be tackled exhaustively. Assuming a super 
fast computer could test one million different schedules per second, it would take 
5.737+e67 years to test all possibilities. 37 
In this study we employed a numerical nonlinear model, described in the previous 
studies (Canpolat and Bolte, 1993), capable of simulating plant growth and predicting 
crop yield response to any given irrigation schedule. The goal is to select a long-term 
schedule for the crop growth season that will provide the maximum economic return. 
The objective function, f(x), is the net return from the crop: 
f(X) = Cy * Cp - IN * IC  (1) 
where Cy is crop yield, Cp is crop price, IN is number of irrigation per season, Ic is cost of 
irrigation per application. Thus, the complete long-term scheduling problem consists of 
the maximization of the return function equation (1). 
3.5. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
A complete factorial experimental design was used with three factors of the 
following parameter settings: population sizes, n, of 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 
crossover probabilities of pc = 0.0, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, and mutation probabilities of 
pm = 0.0, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.008. Since the behavior of genetic 
algorithms is stochastic, the performance usually varies from run to run. For each 
combination, four replications were performed, and each replication was run to a 
maximum of 40,000 evaluations or until the population converged. The roulette-wheel 
method was used to choose the parents for participating in the mating, with generational 
replacement. 
All experiment were conducted using a modified version of GENESIS. 
Modifications were introduced in the evaluation routines and a direct rather than 
probabilistic flipping of bits during mutation. 
As a performance measure, we used the quality of solutions found for each 
combination and the efficiency in finding the solutions. The efficiency was considered as 38 
the number of function evaluations needed to obtain a quality of the solution that is 
within 98% of the highest recorded solution. 
The simulations began with a random initial population using the same seed for 
each combination, and four replicates were executed with different random seeds. During 
the simulations, data for performance measures were collected at each 100 trials. Three 
commonly used performance measures were computed. These measures included best 
fitness, online, and offline performances, number of irrigations and yield. 
The performance of a single combination run was taken to be the mean evaluation 
of the best individuals in four repeats at the end (i.e. after 40,000 trials) have been created 
and evaluated. We also computed the average percent error relative to the best solution 
found, the percentage of time each combination produced the solution, and the standard 
error of mean observed for each combination. 
3.6. PROBLEM REPRESENTATION 
We represent each individual as a strings of bits. This seems more natural for our 
optimization task. A bit in a string is associated with each day of the growing season 
from planting to harvest. In this representation, a '1' on the i'th position means on that 
day an irrigation is scheduled, and a predetermined amount of water is applied. A '0' 
indicates no irrigation. In the experiments the length of the growing was 250 days. 
Therefore, a string of 250 bit length, 1, was used to correspond to each day of crop 
growth. 
The only parameter which determines the optimum irrigation schedule is the 
position of daily switches. Therefore, the chromosome can be depicted as in Figure 3-1, 
where each day of the growing season corresponds to one bit on the string. 39 
Figure 3-1. Representation of Schedules in Chromosomes. 
With this representation, any structure which provides a maximum return value is 
considered as a near optimal solution. 
3.7. RESULTS 
The aggregate performance measures are reported in Table 3-1. This table shows 
mean best fitness values for four runs for each combination at the end of 40,000 
evaluations. The best maximum fitness value of 288.2 obtained with the combination of 
a population size of 50, a mutation rate 0.001, and a crossover probability of 0.20. Table 
3-1 also shows the 95% confidence intervals of mean, and success rate which is the 
percentage of runs the combination located the near optimum solution. The best mean 
fitness value of the objective function, 284.1, was attained with the same parameter 
settings. 
In Table 3-1, the mean best fitness values obtained are listed in descending order. 
The tests showed that relatively small populations (5-25) individuals produce similar or 
better quality results than those achieved with much larger populations for a fixed number 
of trials. The results strongly indicate that the best performance can be expected with a 
population size of 5-25 and a crossover rate 0.2-0.8 mutation rate of 0.005-0.001. 40 
Pop  mut  co  best  succ  pop  mut  co  best  succ  pop  mut  co  best  succ  pop  mut  co  best  succ 
size  rate  rate  mean  ess  size  rate  rate  mean  ess  size  rate  rate  mean  ess  size  rate  rate  mean  ess 
( %)  ( %)  ( %)  ( %) 
50  0.001  '  0.2  284.133.1  100  100  279.931.0  100  I-106  0004  04  277.534.1  75  SO  0.004  271.931.4  0 
50  0.001  0.6' 
284.031.5  100  5  279.833.0  100  1100  00005  0.9  277.531.6  100  5  09001  271.933.1  25 
1 
100  0.0005  283.331.4  100  279.832.5  100  .1, 150  0 002  0  277.532.9  100  50  0.0001  271.732.4  25 
25  0.001  283.132.2  100  200  279.731.0  100  1. 25  09005  04  277433.0  100  100  0 0091  271.532.6  25 
100  0.001  282.630.8  100  25  '118  279.731.6  100  50  0 0001  0,6  277.433.2  100  250  0.004  271.433.3  25 
25  0 001  282.631.4  100  250  279.7±4.6  75  25  0.004  0.6  277.333.1  100  50  0.008  9.2  271.432.0  0 
50  0.002  0.8  282.530.5  100  250  0.001  .3,1  279.731.3  100  5  0002  0.0  277.332.1  100  0.020  04 271.436.1  50
4 50  0 -002  04  100  10  0004  279.632.0  100  25  0 004  94  277.333.2  100  0.008  271.235.0  25 
25  0 002  282.331.0  100  10  0 004  279.531.8  100  0.008  5,8  277.332.9  75  0.008  o,t 270.931.1  0 
4
150  00005  282.230.9  100  250  0:000  279.532.1  100  350  0 0001  0  277.333.0  75  0 0001  02 0.2  270.933.5  25 
-:. 
150  00005  282.231.4  100  25  0 004  279.530.8  100  , 150  5 0001  0.0  277.134.0  75  5  0.0001  0.4  270.933.5  25 
50  0002  282.130.6  100  150  0 5501  4  279.331.9  100  200  0.000  0.4  277.034.3  75  250  0.000  0  270.333.9  25 
100  0001  282.130.9  100  200  0.00 2  279.331.0  100  10  0.002  0.4  277.032.0  100  50  0.008  9  268.833.2  0 
, 
100  00000  282.131.1  100  150  0.001  279.331.6  100  150  0.004  0.8  276.932.5  100  100  0.004  0  268.332.8  0 
50  0.001  282.130.5  100  10  0.001  279.233.0  100  10  0.004  0.6  276.934.6  50  10  .0.0001  0  267.835.8  25 
100  0.0005  282.031.5  100  150  0.002  0.8  279.133.1  100  10  0 004  0. 6  276.934.6  50  150  0.000  04  267.534.3  0 
200  0.0005  282.031.0  100  250  0 0005  0.8  279.131.5  100  150  0004  0.4  276.832.8  75  250  0.004  02  267.034.2  0 
25  0.002  D2  282.031.2  100  250  0.001  0.8  279.133.1  100  150  0.0001  0.4,  276.831.0  100  250  0.004  0.6 266.332.5  0
1
25  0.001  0.4  281,930.6  100  250  5.001  0.0  279.031.7  100  100  0 002  0,0  276.833.5  75  250  0004  94  264.331.7  0 
150  0.001  0.2  281.930.6  100  250  0.0005  279.031.0  100  10  0 004  0.2  276.733.5  75  100  0 008  04  263.135.5  0 
200  0.0005  0.4  281.830.5  100  50  0.0005  9.  279.0±1.6  100  10  00005  0.0  276.733.8  75  250  0002  0.0  283.036.4  0 
100  0001  0.2  281.832.8  100  5  0.004  08  279.032.4  100  250  00001  04  276.631.1  100  200  0 060  OA  261.3314.3  0 
150  0.001  0.4  281.832.3  100  250  0 002  0.6  278.930.7  100  150  0.0005  0.0  276.534.8  50  100  0.008  02  259.2320.9  0 
100  0.001  281.631.1  100  25  0,001  0.0  278.932.6  100  250  0 0005  0.0  276.532.2  75  150  0.004  0.4  259.0310.9  0 
200  0 001  281.631.2  100  150  0.004  0.8  278.830.9  100  25  0.004  0.2  276.435.8  75  200  0.008  4-2  257.035.1  0 
100  0002  5.8  281.531.1  100  200  0.002  0.6  278.731.9  100  0  00001  0.2  276.432.9  75  190  0.008  0  255.839.8  0 
200  0001  0.4  281.430.5  100  50  0.0005  0.2  278.631.3  100  5  0 004  0:0  276.331.5  100  100  0.000  0.0  255.7315.7  0 
50  0.001  OA  281.4±1.4  100  250  0002  0.4  278.631.0  100  250  0.0001  0.8  276.131.2  100  100  0.058  06  253.3±17.9  0 
150  0.001  0.6  281.331.5  100  200  0.0001  0.6  278.532.8  100  25  0.008  0.8  276.134.1  75  100  0.008  0.9  247.3320.0  0 
150  0.0005  0.6  281.230.7  100  25  0.0005  0.8  278.533.2  100  200  0.0001  0.2  278.032.4  75  150  0.008  04  244.0326.3  0 
150  0.0005  0.8  281.232.4  100  255  0.0001  0.6  278.531.2  100  10  0.008  94  276.033.6  75  250  0.000  0.2  242.3314.4  0 
100  0.002  0.4  281.132.3  100  10  0008  09  278.532.7  100  100  0 004  02  276.033.4  75  150  0.008  0.6  237.338.0  0 
10  0 002  0.8  281.131.4  100  10  0008  04  278.532.7  100  5  0.001  0.0  275.933.2  75  200  0.004  0,0  236.1325.1  0 
10  0.002  00  281.131.4  100  250  0 002  278.433.4  100  150  0.0001  0.0  275.832.9  75  200  0.000  4,2  234.8316.3  0 
25  0002  0.8  281.0313  100  50  0004  02  278.332.8  100  10  0.008  0.2  275.833.6  75  200  0.008  98  228.6315.2  0 
100  0.002  0.2  281.031.9  100  25  0.004  0.6  278.332.7  100  10  0.0005  0.4.  275.732.8  50  150  0.008  0.2  227.3317.4  0 
25  0.002  0.8  281.032.4  100  200  0.001  00  278.333.1  100  5  0.008  0.4  275.631.9  75  100  0.000  04  220.9314.7  0 
200  0001  0.8  281.031.2  100  250  0.002  04  278.333.0  100  50  0 0005  0.4  275.534.9  50  200  0.008  4  219.838.5  0 
150  0001  0.8  281.030.8  100  5  9.0001  .4  278.231.2  100  .  25  0 006  0.2  275.533.8  75  150  0.008  9  217.3317.4  0 
, 
100  0002  0.6  281.031.8  100  5  0.0001  0.  278.231.2  100  25  0 008  04  275.433.0  75  150  0.000  0,4  217.13238  0 
50  0.002  0 4  280.930.9  100  5  5 0505  0.2  278.231.2  100  00  0.0001  04  275.431.8  75  200  0.008  0,  214.8316.7  0 
200  0.001  0.8  280.831.7  100  5  0.0005  0.4  278.231.2  100  25  0 0001  0.4  275.233.3  50  250  0.008  0  212.338.0  0 
5  0.002  0.8  280.834.0  100  5  0.0005  0.6  278.231.2  100  10  0.008  0.0  275.231.8  75  150  0.008  210.8311.2  0 
200  0 0005  280.830.6  100  0  0 0005  0.8  278.231.2  100  200  0.0001  0.0  275.232.5  75  250  0.008  0  208.5314,8  0 
250  0000  280.731.4  100  5  0 008  0.2  278.233.5  100  25  0 0005  0. 8  275.135.9  50  250  0.005  ti_  197.1310.7  0  ,
200  00001  01  280.631.6  100  5  0005  14  278.233.5  100  200  0004  04  274.833.4  75  250  0.004  01  195.9310.3  0 
200  0 0005  08  280.631.5  100  5  0 008  0N  278.233.5  100  100  09001  0.0  274.831.6  75  250  0.008  01' 191.9323.6  0
4 50  0.0005  0.4  280.632.6  100  5  0.004  02  278.233.5  75  200  0.004  08  274.733.7  75  200  0.005  175.6323.9  0 
10  0.001  0.4  280.532.4  100  5  0.004  0.4  278.233.5  75  10  00001  04  274.631.6  75  100  0.000  165.4331.6  0 
150  0 002  OA  280.430.5  100  5  0.004  0  278.233.5  75  10  09001  04  274.631.6  75  250  0908  0.  151.8312.8  0 
10  0 001  0.0  280.433.4  100  50  0,202  0, ,  278.233.2  75  25  0.008  0.  274.533.1  50  150  8.000  01  150.8325.2  0 
50  0 0005  0.6  280.332.3  100  50  0 004  0.8  278.1322  100  10  0.0001  04  274.233.5  50  100  0.000  014  138.8346.1  0 
100  0.0005  0.8  280.232.5  100  100  0.0001  0.2  278.131.9  100  10  00001  0.4  274.233.5  50  50  0.000  014  111.6355.2  0 
50  0001  0.0  280.233.8  100  200  0.0001  0.4  278.033.0  100  25  00001  04  274.233.0  50  50  0000  04  86.4342.4  0 
;/$
150  0.002  0.6  280.231.7  100  25  0 001  0.2  278.032.8  100  25  0.0001  04  274.031.6  50  50  0.000  0.4  5.90319.4  0 
250  0.001  0.4  280.230.8  100  I D  0.0005  0.6  278.032.3  100  100  0.0001  04  274.033.8  50  25  0-000  04  -46.90±61  0 
25  00005  0.2  280.231.6  100  10  0 0005  0.8  278.032.3  100  50  09001  0.4  273.832.2  50  0.000  0i  -62.71347  0 
100  0.004  06  280.131.4  100  25  0 0005  0.0  278.034.1  75  50  00001  04  273.730.1  75  25  0 000  0 4  -81.20329  0 
200  0.0005  0.0  280.032.4  100  50  0.004  0.4  278.033.8  75  150  0004  0.  273.733.3  50  25  0000  -136330.0  0 
250  0.001  0,6  280.030.4  100  10  0.0005  0.2  277.931.4  100  25  0.0001  0.2  273.732.8  50  25  0.000  Or  -145.4335  0 
150  0.002  0.2  280.032.2  100  10  0001  04  277.831.7  100  200  0.004  0.8  273.335.0  50  10  0.000  0  -214.5334  0 
250  00005  0.4  280.032.1  100  10  0.001  277.831.7  100  25  0.0001  0.0  273.233.0  50  10  0000  0.,  -214.5334  0 
200  0.002  04  279.932.2  100  200  0.000  0.8  277.831.5  100  25  0.008  0.4  273.236.1  50  0000  0  -2542329  0 
10  0 002  0.2  279.932.1  100  50  0908  0 8  277.732.4  100  50  0.0001  0.4  273.234.1  50  10  0.000  01  -290.9337  0 
10  0002  0.0  279.932.7  100  50  0 004  0.6  277.730.9  100  200  0002  0,0  273.133.3  50  5  0.000  0  -321.6363  0 
5  0001  0.2  279.931.7  100  5  0 902  0.2  277.634.1  75  250  0.0001  0.0  273.132.0  50  0  0 000  9  -384.1351  0 
5  0001  0.4  279.931.7  100  5  0 002  0.4  277.634.1  75  200  0 004  0.4  273.130.8  25  5  0.000  0.  0 
5  0.001  0.6  279.931.7  100  5  .,0002  , 0.6  277.634.1  75  k,0  0.0005  ,,9.,p.  273.135.9  50  0.090  0 4  -364.1351  0 
Table 3-1. Best fitness values of each combination of GA runs. 41 
In the following paragraphs, we define a "successful solution" as one with a 
fitness value within 95% of the best known fitness value, and a "near-optimum" solution 
as one with a fitness value within 98% of the best known value. 
Table 3-2 shows how efficiently each combination produced solution, listing the 
number of trials it took each combination on average to find a solution (if found) and the 
standard error of the mean trial numbers. Another way to compare the performances is to 
examine the number of times each combination yields the best solution. The success rate 
columns in Table 3-2 show how often each method produced a solution equaling the 
benchmark value that is 95 and 98% of the mean fitness value observed. 
Table 3-2 is sorted by the success rate in descending order, and the mean trial 
numbers in ascending order. The results strongly indicate that best performance can be 
expected with a population size of 5-25, a crossover rate of 0.2-0.8, and a mutation rate of 
0.0005-0.002. 42 
95% of  98% of  95% of  98% of 
fitness  fitness  fitness  fitness 
000  mut  co  mean  suc­ mean  suc- Do°  mut  co  mean  suc­ mean  suc­
size  rate  rate  trials  cess  trials  cess  size  rate  rate  trials  ces  trials  cess 
(x1000)  (°/0)  (x1000)  (%)  (x1000)  (%)  (x1000)  (%) 
5  0.0010  0.00  1.8±0.5  100  11.533.6  75  200  0.0001  0.00  6.830.7  100  75 
5  0.0010  0.80  2.130.3  100  2.140.3  100  50  0,0010  0.20  6.8.t0.8  100  100 
5  0.0020  0.80  2330.1  100  8.4.32.8  100  50  0.0010  0.60  6.830.1  100  100 
10  0.0005  0,80  2430.4  100  2.730.3  100  5  0.0005  0.20  6,831.2  100  100 
5  0.0020  0.00  2.5304  100  10.6±2.7  100  5  0.0005  0.80  6.831.1  100  100 
10  0.0005  0.00  2.830.9  100  15.134.6  75  10  0.0040  0.20  6.931.5  100  75 
10  0.0010  0.20  2.930.9  100  3.231.1  100  5  0.0005  0.40  6.921.7  100  100 
10  0.0005  0.60  2.930.4  100  2.730.3  100  25  0.0040  0.60  6.930.7  100  100 
25  0.0005  0.00  3.030.2  100  13.435.4  75  50  0.0010  0.40  7.130.2  100  100 
10  0.0010  0.00  3.030.8  100  6.232.6  100  50  0.0005  0.80  7.130.7  100  100 
10  0.0001  0.60  3.130.8  100  11.033.4  75  25  0.0040  0.40  7.230.1  100  100 
10  0.0001  0.80  1130.8  100  8.932.9  75  10  0.0080  0.00  7,330.8  100  75 
10  0.0005  0.40  3.131.1  100  4.0367  50  25  0.0040  0.80  7.531.5  100  100 
10  0.0020  0.80  3/30.1  100  4.3301  100  50  0.0010  0.80  7.530.6  100  100 
5  0.0040  0.80  3/30.2  100  12.224.3  100  50  0.0020  0.40  7.630.4  100  100 
25  0.0005  0.20  3.2±0.0  100  3.830.3  100  25  0.0020  0.00  7.730.9  100  100 
5  0.0010  0.20  3.331.2  100  1631.2  100  25  0,0001  0.60  7.832.0  100  50 





























10  0.0020  0.20  3.430.4  100  5.731.7  100  50  0.0010  0.00  8.031.1  100  100 
5  0.0020  0.20  3.430.7  100  7.231.0  75  100  0.0005  0.00  8.230.2  100  100 
5  0.0020  0.40  3.436.7  100  7.521.3  75  5  0.0080  0.20  8.232.5  100  100 
5  0.0020  0.60  3.4±0.7  100  6.331.5  75  100  0.0001  0.40  8.7307  100  75 
10  0.0020  0.00  3.430.2  100  6932.6  100  100  0.0001  0.20  8.7312  100  100 
10  0.0020  0,40  19308  100  4.330.8  100  50  0.0040  0.80  9030.5  100  100 
5  0.0080  0.80  3.930.3  100  11.034.2  75  50  0.0020  0.20  9.231.5  100  100 
10  0.0010  0.40  4.031.0  100  4,331.2  100  50  0.0020  0.80  9,2±1.6  100  100 
25  0.0010  0.60  4.130.0  100  6130.5  100  100  0.0005  0.20  9.230.5  100  a  100 
25  0.0010  0,40  4.430.3  100  5.431.0  100  150  0.0001  0.00  9.3±2/  100  75 
100  0.0001  0.00  4.530.6  100  20,437.5  75  100  0.0005  0.40  9.831.0  100  100 
25  0.0010  0.80  4.530.1  100  4.830.2  100  100  0.0010  0.40  9.830.3  100  8  100 
25  0.0010  0.20  4.530.2  100  4.730.2  100  50  0.0001  0.80  10233.7  100  75 
5  0.0040  0.00  4.532.1  100  14.736.5  100  150  0.0001  0.20  10.230.6  100  4  75 
25  0.0005  0.60  ,:  4.530.3  100  5,6303  100  100  0.0010  0.20  10.3+0.5  100  100 
50  0.0001  0.20  4.630.6  100  24.639.2  50  100  0.0005  0.60  10.730.9  100  100 
10  0.0005  0.20  4.631.8  100  3.240.7  100  100  0.0010  0.80  10.830.2  100  .11  100 
25  0.0020  0.80  4,930.4  100  6031.0  100  25  0.0040  0.00  10.931.5  100  100 
50  0.0005  0.00  5.030.1  100  6,830.7  100  100  0.0010  0.60  11.230.6  100  100 
25  0.0020  0.60  5.030.4  100  54±0.5  100  10  0.0080  0.20.  11,533.3  100  75 
25  0.0005  0.40  5.131.9  100  8.232.9  100  100  0.0005  0.80  11.630.7  100  100 
25  0.0020  0.20  5.230.4  100  5.730.5  100  150  0.0001  0.40  11.730.7  100  100 
25  0.0001  0.80  5.331.7  100  18.6.36.2  50  150  0.0005  0.40  11.930 6  100  100 
5  0.0080  0.00  5.430.5  100  21.638.6  75  150  0.0005  0.20  12.030.5  100  100 
10  0.0040  0.80  5.630.6  100  12.033,5  50  100  0.0010  0.00  12.230.7  100  100 
25  0.0001  0.40  5.7320  100  19.937.9  50  100  0.0020  0.60  12130.4  100  k,  100 
50  0.0005  0.40  5.730.1  100  6630,3  100  50  0.0040  0.20  12230.5  100  100 
50  0.0005  0.20  5.830.5  100  5.930.5  100  150  0.0005  0.00  12.230.7  100  50 
10  0.0040  0,60  5.9306  100  10.033.5  50  100  00020  0.80  12.630.5  100  100 
50  0.0001  0.60  6.131.3  100  9.732.8  100  100  0.0020  0.20  12.730.8  100  100 
10  0.0040  0.00  6130.4  100  8.7 ±1.6  100  200  0.0001  0.40  13.130.3  100  100 
25  0.0020  0.40  6,330.6  100  7.631.3  100  250  0.0001  0.00  13,1351  100  50 
10  0.0010  0.80  6.331.6  100  6.132.0  100  100  0.0020  0.40  13.330.8  100  100 
10  0.0010  0.60  6.431.9  100  5,831.6  100  150  0.0010  0.40  13.530.4  100  7  100 
10  0.0040  0.40  6.431.1  100  7.930.9  100  50  0.0040  0.60  13.522.1  100  100 
25  0.0010  0.00  6.531.9  100  7.131.8  100  200  0.0001  0.20  13.730.9  100  9  75 
5  0.0005  0.60  6.531.0  100  8.631.7  100  150  0.0010  0.20  11830.4  100  100 
5  0.0040  0.20  6.632.6  100  11.033.8  75  150  0.0001  0.80  14.230.2  100  100 
5  0.0040  0,40  66326  100  11.332.7  75  150  0.0001  0.60  14.331.2  100  75 
5  0.0040  0.60  6 6±2 6  100  11.8 ±4.1  75  10  0.0080  0.40  14.6±2.4  100  75 
Table 3-2. Efficiency of each combination in locating optimum. 43 
95% of  98% of  95% of  98% of 





























.  ......  ........ 
1000)  (%)  (x1000)  (%)  x1000  1000  % 
200  0.0005  0.20  ,0  100  8  $  100  200  0.0040  0.40  33 2,1 0  100  25 
150  0.0005  0.60  100  100  50  0.0005  0.60  5.311,4  75  50 
200  0.0005  0.40  100  100  25  0.0040  0.20  7 582.2  75  75 
50  0.0040  0.40  9 5  100  22, r  75  10  0.0001  0.20  7.82.9  75  50 
150  0.0005  0.80  100  1  100  10  0.0001  0.40  7 8+2.4  75  50 
200  0.0005  0.00  0  100  17.201  100  100  0.0001  0.60  8 4 2 2  75  25 
10  0.0080  0.60  100  16 8.1,7  100  25  0.0005  0.80  8 682 8  75  50 
10  0.0080  0.80  0  100  16 8-1.7  100  25  0.0001  0.20  0 4,4 4  75  50 
150  0.0010  0.80  100  169±0.7  100  100  0.0001  0 80  10 9,1 5  75  50 
25  0.0080  0.60  100  22;111.6  75  50  0.0001  0.00  15 1,5 8  75  25 
250  0.0001  0.40  100  21 .aM  100  25  0.0001  0 00  16.6 ±5.3  75  50 
100  0.0040  0.60  100  17 51.-0 2  100  50  0.0001  0.40  19.4 +7.1  75  50 
150  0.0010  0.00  s  7  100  17.9 +1.0  100  25  0.0080  0.80  24,9±6.3  75  75 
150  0.0020  0.60  100  18 8,1.6  100  50  0.0040  0.00  25.18'..5 2  75  0 
150  0.0010  0.60  8  100  182a3  100  25  0.0080  0 40  26.2 ±4.6  75  50 
150  0.0020  0.40  a  100  17.  4:  100  150 0.0040  0 20  31.6 -3.5  75  50 
50  0.0020  0.00  = i  100  23 286.5  75  200  0.0040  0 80  32 8,2 4  75  50 
200  0.0005  0.60  100  17 413,4  100  200  0.0040  0.60  33 8-3.0  75  75 
100 0.0040  0.80  100  23 0±4.1  75  200  0.0040  0.20  36011,6  75  75 
250  0.0001  0.20.  241-55  75  200  0.0020  0.00  38 5-±0.8  75  50 
200  0.0001  0.80  100  19 3±1 .5  100  5  0.0001  0.00  3 2±1 4  50  25 
200  0.0010  0.40  100  18 2*.0.7  100  5  0.0001  0 80  3.9813 3  50  25 
250  0.0001  0.60  j,  100  18 5±0.5  100  5  0.0005  0 00  4 3±1 4  50  50 
200  0.0010  0.20  100  19.2t1.5  100  5  0.0001  0 20  4 5,1 4  50  25 
250  0.0005  0.40  100  1 9 4 +1.4I  100  5  0.0001  0.60  4.5+1.4.  50  25 
250  0.0005  0.20  100  22 9,5.7  75  5  0.0001  0.40  4 6±1 4  50  25 
200  0.0001  0.60  100  201±04  100  50  0.0080  0.20  33614.2  50  0 
25  0.0080  0.20  100  26 9±4.7  75  250  0.0040  0.80  37.0 +1.9  50  25 
200  0.0010  0.80  100  21.813.4  100  50  0.0080  0.60  38.6+1.3  50  0 
200  0.0005  0.80  100  19.6-1.0  100  10  0.0001  0.00  11 0±3 4  25  25 
200  0.0010  0.80  100  21.7'0,6  100  50  0.0080  0.40  35.0 +_5.0  25  25 
150  0.0020  0.20  100  23.3+1,2  100  50  0.0080  0.00  38 581.5  25  0 
150  0.0020  0.80  100  21 4±2.2  100  250  0.0040  0.20  39.0:10.8  25  0 
250  0.0005  0.00  100  25 484 9  75  100  0.0040  0.00  39.4 ±0.6  25  0 
25  0.0080  0.00  100  27 2±7 4  50  100  00080  0.80  40 010.0  0  0 
250  0 -0005  0.60  100  25 5±1 8  100  100  00080  0.00  40.0±0.0  0  0 
250  0.0005  0.80  100  23 3±1 5  100  150  0.0080  0.80  40.0±0.0  0  0 
250  0.0010  0.20  100  22 911.4  100  250  0.0080  0 60  40 0±0 0  0  0 
250  0.0010  0.40  100  22 0±1.1  100  200  0.0080  0.80  40.010.0  0  0 
200  0.0020  020  100  2191.1  100  100  0.0080  0.40  400±00  0  0 
50  0.0080  0.80  100  28.5 +1.8  100  200  0.0080  0.40  40.0,0.0  0  0 
200  0.0020  0.80  100  25,1±1:7  100  200  0.0080  0.60  40.0±0.0  0  0 
250  0.0001  0.80  100  100  100  0.0080  0.20  40,0±0,0  0  0 
100  0.0040  0.40  100  8 4' A  100  150  0.0040  0.00  40.1±0.0  0  0 
200  0.0010  0.00  100  24 6,12  100  200  0.0040  0.00  43 1±0 0  0  0 
200  0.0020  0.40  100  25  100  150  0.0080  0.40  40.110.0  0  0 
200  0.0020  0.60  100  28  '''  100  250  0.0020  0.00  40.1i-o o  0  0 
250  0.0010  0.60  100  24 6  100  250  0.0080  0 80  40.1±00  0  0 
150  0.0040  0.40  100  31 1,3.4  75  100  0.0080  0.60  40.1,s0 o  0  0 
100  0.0020  0.00  100  32 9: 3.5  75  150  0.0080  0.60  40 1±0.0  0  0 
100  0.0040  0.20  100  29 7,4,8  75  250  0.0040  0.40  40.1±0.0  0  0 
150  0.0040  0.60  100  26 0±12  100  150  0.0080  0.20  40 1±0.0  0  0 
250  0.0010  0.80  100  100  250  0.0080  0.00  40.1±0.0  0  0 
250  0.0020  0.60  100  100  250  0.0040  0.00  0  0 
250  0.0020  0.20  100  26 5±0.9  100  150  00080  0.00  0  0 
250  0.0020  0.40  100  29 3±2.9  100  200  00080  0.00  0  0 
150  0.0040  0.80  100  29 3,33  100  250  00080  0.20  40'1 -0 0  0  0 
250  0.0020  0.80  100  30.233,2,  100  250  0.0040  0.60  40.1i0.0  0  0 
250  0.0010  0.00  100  28  100  200  00080  0.20  4021,0.0  0  0 
150  0.0020  0.00  100  32 9+1 5  100  250  0.0080  0.40  40.2±0.0  0  ,0  0 
Table 3-2. Continued. 44 
In Table 3-2, there are several thing that are noteworthy. Our function seem to do 
well with small populations and relatively small mutation rates. At the small population 
sizes, combinations of pm = 0.0 never produced any near optimum solutions; also, larger 
population sizes never found at near optimum solutions at mutation rates of 0.004 or 
higher. Between these extremes the effect of mutation becomes more evident as the 
population size increased. 
The combination of population size 5, mutation rate 0.0001 and crossover rate 0.0 
produced the solution with the least number of trials (800). However, it did not produce 
solution in all replications. The combination with n = 5, p, = 0.001 and p = 0.80 found 
the near optimal solution at minimum average trials of 2,126. With these parameters, the 
best solutions are usually reached after 3-5 minutes CPU time running on a Sparc-20 
machine with 128 megabytes of memory. This is 15-20 times less than what was initially 
reported in our previous work, using unoptimized parameter values. 
For practical reasons, we are more concerned with number of trials to find a near 
optimal solution; therefore, the number of trials to find a solution was compared for each 
combination. Table 3-3 shows the result of an ANOVA on the replicated experiments. It 
should be noted that although a zero mutation rate was included in the experiments, the 
analysis of the results indicated that no combination with a zero mutation rate found any 
solutions across the replications, and including zero mutation combinations would 
significantly block the effects of other levels. Therefore, combinations with zero 
mutation rates were excluded from the analysis of variance. 
Also note that the data was adjusted based on the projected number of evaluations 
where the particular combination failed to produce any solution after 40,000 trials. 
However, we tried to distinguish the combinations where it produced results very close to 
the threshold fitness value, from another combination that produced a far result. For 
example, we differentiate between one combination running up to 28,000 trials, and 
producing a result close to 86% of mean best optimum, from another combination 
running again up to 28,000 trials, but producing a solution with 43% of the mean best 
optimum. The adjustments on the trial numbers were performed by increasing the 45 
number of trials based on the distance of the fitness from the best mean fitness, as 
following: 








while (adjustedFitness < meanBestFitness)
 
//-- last step is more difficult to locate optimum
 
//-- so increase the trial num by 2000 instead of 1000
 
if (observedFitness < meanBestFitness  1)
 
















Figure 3-2. Adjustment procedure performed on the number of trials to locate near 
optimal solution. 




A:pop  163290.0  7  23327.2  311.0  0.00001
 
B:mut  224584.0  5  44916.8  598.9  0.00001
 




AB  128160.0  35  3661.7  48.8  0.00001
 
AC  10904.4  28  389.4  5.2  0.00001
 
BC  10007.7  20  500.3  6.7  0.00001
 
ABC  29514.7  140  210.8  2.8  0.00001
 
RESIDUAL  54003.0  720  75.0
 
TOTAL  639044.0  959
 
All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error.
 
Table 3-3. Analysis of Variance for number of trials to locate near optimal solution for 
various combinations of population size, mutation probability and crossover rates. 46 
From the statistical analysis, the population size, mutation and crossover rates 
were found to be significant. The interactions of crossover rate, mutation rate and 
population size were also highly significant (p<0.00001). 
The results for mean values of the main effects of the mutation and crossover 
probabilities and population sizes of trial numbers are summarized in Table 4-4. 
Mean Trials  Std.  Lower  Upper
 




5  9.701  0.790  8.14  11.25
 
10  9.491  0.790  7.93  11.04
 
25  14.090  0.790  12.53  15.64
 
50  19.706  0.790  18.15  21.25
 
100  25.457  0.790  23.90  27.00
 
150  32.571  0.790  31.01  34.12
 
200  37.468  0.790  35.91  39.02
 




0.0001  19.606  0.684  18.26  20.95
 
0.0005  13.173  0.684  11.82  14.51
 
0.001  12.571  0.684  11.22  13.91
 
0.002  16.785  0.684  15.44  18.12
 
0.004  28.566  0.684  27.22  29.91
 




0.00  33.334  0.625  32.10  34.56
 
0.20  22.066  0.625  20.83  23.29
 
0.40  22.912  0.625  21.68  24.13
 
0.60  22.411  0.625  21.18  23.63
 
0.80  22.063  0.625  20.83  23.29
 
Table 4-4. Means and standard errors for trial numbers with 95 percent confidence 
intervals. 
3.7.1. Population Size Effects 
Figure 3-3 shows the results of the best solution for each population size. All 
results are averaged over four runs, and show the best solution in the population at the 47 
given number of trials. The vertical bars indicate standard error. The figure illustrates 
how the success of GA depends upon population size for this particular problem. 
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Figure 3-3. Mean fitness versus trial number for different population sizes. The solid 
line gives the results for mean performance; the vertical bars indicate the standard error. 
A larger population size does not lead to a significantly improved solution. As 
expected, increasing population size reduced the standard deviations, but did not improve 
the mean values substantially. Population size significantly affected the number of trials 
required to find solutions. Very small population sizes (n=5 to 10) were able to provide 
near optimal solutions quickly. As the size increased the number of trials to find near 
optimal solution also substantially increased. 
Many reports have suggested that very small population sizes are too prone to 
genetic drift to provide good performance. However, our findings provided contrary 
results. Smaller population sizes of 5 to 25 withp.=0.001 resulted in more efficient and 
highly successful search. 48 
The results for the effects of various combinations population size, mutations and 
crossover rates on online, offline, average, and best performance were similar. 
3.7.2. Mutation Effects 
Performance was very sensitive to the mutation rate, pm. When the mutation rate 
was zero, none of the combinations found near optimal solutions in all replications, 
although in particular for large size population sizes (n  200) some combinations found 
near optimal solutions in some runs, but they were not consistent. When the population 
sizes were small, the combinations with pm = 0.0 immediately converged prematurely. 
None of the runs with a small population size and no mutation generated any solutions. 
Figure 3-4 shows the mean best fitness values for each mutation probability, and 
the vertical bar indicates the standard error of means of all mutation rates for across all 
population sizes and crossover rates. The figure shows that mutation rate 0.0001 
produced solutions most efficiently on average, and as the mutation rate increased the 
performance degrades. 49 
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Figure 3-4. Mean fitness versus trial number for different mutation rates. The solid line 
gives the results for mean performance; the vertical bars indicate the standard error. 
At the lower mutation rates (p= 0.0001) with small population size (n<25) the 
population prematurely converged, and no solution was obtained. As population size is 
increased, the sensitivity to mutation rate also increased, and the effect of mutation at 
different rates became more noticeable. High mutation rates (p,,>_0.002) deteriorated the 
good solutions and extended the number of trials to find solution, as seen in Figure 3-4. 
This observation is contrary to what is reported by Schaffer, et. al. (1989); however, this 
difference might be due to our representation strategy and chromosome lengths. In our 
study, the chromosome length is longer than what is generally used. 
The optimum mutation probability generally was 0.001 per gene for a population 
size n=5, 0.0005 for n between 10 and 50, and 0.0001 for n>= 100. We were surprised to 
find that the algorithms did not require high mutation probabilities. 50 
3.7.3. Crossover Results 
Although the statistical analysis indicated that the crossover rate effected 
performance significantly, analysis of the behavior of individuals runs indicate that good 
performance seems to be less sensitive to various crossover rates, pc, as seen in Figure 3­
5. The figure shows the profile of the maximization procedure for the various crossover 
rates across all mutation rates and population sizes. 
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Figure 3-5. Mean fitness versus trial number for different crossover rates. The solid line 
gives the results for mean performance, the vertical bars indicate the standard error. 
As the figure illustrates, various crossover rates did not appear to have significant 
effect on the performance. This may indicate that for the size of the solution space 
involved in the present problem, mutation is an efficient operator for exploration, and the 
use of crossover for this purpose is less important. 
However, its combined effect with mutation and population size was more 
important. When pc=-0 the quality of solutions were not as good as at any other crossover 51 
level, but there was no significant effect observed among other crossover levels for all 
population sizes and mutation rates. 
3.8. DISCUSSIONS 
There have been some attempts to analyze the computational behavior of GAs. 
Analyzing the behavior of GAs is surprisingly difficult. Holland's schema theorem 
(Holland, 1975) is central to much of the analysis, and it is still today one of the few 
analytical characterizations we have for explaining the behavior of GAs. Holland's 
(1975) original analysis of GAs placed considerable emphasis on the role of crossover in 
genetic search. Using it, we can justify how and why certain bit patterns (schemata) will 
be propagated from one generation to the next. This can be used to analyze the 
effectiveness of different genetic operators. The analysis of GAs operators is generally 
done through their roles in disruption and construction. Here, we look in to how well 
mutation and crossover perform these roles in our problem. 
3.8.1. Exploration or Exploitation 
Any efficient optimization algorithm must use two techniques to find a global 
maximum: exploration to investigate new and unknown areas in the search space, and 
exploitation to make use of knowledge found at points previously visited to help find 
better points. These two requirements are contradictory, and a good search algorithm 
must find a balance between the two. A purely random search is good at exploration, but 
does no exploitation, while a purely hillclimbing method is good at exploitation, but does 
little exploration. Combinations of these two strategies can be quite effective, but it is 
difficult to know where the best balance lies, i.e. how much exploitation do we perform 
before giving up and exploring further. The GA combines the exploitation of past results 52 
with the exploration of new areas of the search space. The effectiveness of the GA 
depends upon an appropriate mix of exploration and exploitation. 
Selection according to fitness is the source of exploitation (Holland, 1975; 
Eshelman and Schafer, 1993). The mutation and crossover operators are the sources of 
exploration. Mutation serves to create random diversity in the population, while 
crossover serves as an accelerator that promotes emergent behavior from components in 
the population. The issue, then, is the relative importance of diversity and construction. 
In order to explore crossover and mutation disrupt some of the schemata on which they 
operate (Eshelman and Schafer, 1989; Spears, 1993). 
3.8.2. Building Blocks 
The power of the GA lies in its ability to locate good building blocks. Holland 
(1975) identified building blocks as the fundamental unit of GAs processing primarily by 
examining the schema theorem. He calls each building block a schema. A schema is a 
template or bit pattern that identifies a subset of strings with similarities at certain string 
positions. The schema theorem is fundamental to the theory of GA, and very important to 
understanding GA performance. It suggests that GA manipulate schemata when they run; 
that is relatively short, low order, above-average schema get increasing number of trials in 
subsequent generations. The details of the schema theorem and other theoretical results 
are treated in detail in Holland (1975) and Goldberg (1989). 
The schemata of short length consisting of bits which work well together tends to 
lead to improved performance when incorporated into an individual. The GA favor short 
schemata, because short schemata are less likely to be broken up by the genetic operators. 
In our problem each location (gene) on the chromosome is important. Also, we can easily 
expect a pattern such as schedule irrigation on a given day, and do not schedule irrigation 
for a number of days following that day, which depends on the time of the year and stage 
of the plant growth etc. Therefore, this would suggest that the building blocks, in this 53
 
problem, have a long defining length. When the schemata have long defining lengths, 
crossover is more disruptive. And these long and high-order schema do not seem to play 
a significant role in biasing the search due to destructive effect of crossover. 
3.8.3. Crossover Bias 
Interaction between genes in genetics is often referred to as epistasis which means 
that the contribution of a gene to the fitness depends on the value of other genes in the 
chromosome, and fitness of a chromosome is not merely a linear combination of the 
effects of the individual alleles. It can be thought ofas expressing a degree of 
nonlinearity in the fitness function (Davidor, 1991). In combinatorial optimization we 
often have very complex epistatic interactions. These interactions arise because of the 
nature of the problem. A known characteristics of irrigation scheduling is that the effect 
of one irrigation on the fitness value depends on presence and absence of other irrigations 
in the schedule, therefore, we expect a high degree of epistasis in this problem. 
In epistatic domains, schema of arbitrary length need to be preserved. In general, 
the more epistatic the problem is, the harder it may be for a GA to find its optimum. 
Davidor (1991) found that the efficiency of GAs lessened as the amount of epistasis 
increased. 
3.8.4. Crossover or Mutation 
The conventional view of the GA community is that crossover is the most 
important operator for controlling genetic search because it focuses the search where 
good results have already been achieved with mutation insuring the population against 
permanent fixation at any particular locus and thus playing more of a background role. In 
many ways, crossover is the most distinguishing feature of a genetic algorithm. 54 
However, the relative importance of crossover and mutation operators for an 
efficient search is highly disputed. The search mechanism of both operators are very 
different. Each operator has important characteristics not captured by the other. 
Crossover guarantees preservation of common alleles. While the mutation is purely 
based on chance, and does not preserve common alleles operator, the crossover, on the 
other hand, uses a more global search. 
Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 illustrate how success of the GA is affected by each 
combination of crossover and mutation rate for each population. Figure 3-6 shows that 
success of the search is strongly dependent upon the choice of mutation rate. It suggests a 
stronger role for mutation across the populations than has been previously been claimed 
(Davis, 1991). The low mutation rates (pm=0.0001) provide the best performance, while 
the frequency with which algorithm finds near-optimum solutions falls to almost zero for 
mutation rates pm> 0.004. For larger population sizes, a high mutation rate destroys too 
many good structures. 
Figure 3-7 shows the relative insensitivity of performance to various crossover 
rates for each population size. Except the no crossover, pc=0, the other rates generated 
similar results. The crossover appears to have more effect in larger populations than the 
smaller ones. 55 
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Figure 3-6. Mean fitness versus trial numbers for different mutation rates of each 
population size. The solid line gives the results for mean performance, the vertical bars 
indicate the standard error. 56 
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Figure 3-7. Mean fitness versus trial numbers for different crossover rates of each 
population size. The solid line gives the results for mean performance, the vertical bars 
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Figure 3-8. Mean fitness versus trial numbers for each crossover and mutation 
combination at each population size. 58 
Figure 3-8 provides a closer look at the behavior of runs for each combination of 
mutation and crossover rate at each population size. As the figure shows, the 
performance can be significantly effected by various combinations of mutation 
probability and crossover rate, and the effect of the operators at various rates becomes 
more noticeable in larger populations. In particular, the combination with pm=0.0001 
with no crossover quickly located local optima, with significantly fewer trials than any 
other combination. This observation further emphasis that to locate reasonably 
acceptable solutions crossover is not required, and a very low mutation rate, p,=0.0001 
is more effective than that of higher rates. 
It should be noted that it is not a choice between crossover or mutation but rather 
the balance between crossover and mutation that is all important. The correct balance 
also depends on the population size, and also on the details of the fitness function and the 
encoding. (Mitchell, 1996). As noticed in our study, the correct role and balance also 
may change during the progress of the search. A closer look at the behavior of the 
algorithm with each combination reveals interesting results. 
Although statistical results indicated that the crossover rate was highly significant 
in terms of finding the peak optimum solution, analysis of runs shows that in all 
population sizes, the local optimal solutions (95% of the best fitness value) is reached 
quickly without crossover. In particular, the combination pm=0.0001 with no crossover 
consistently produced rapid solutions. Crossover does not seem to be required to ensure 
convergence to an optimal result. Overall, the GA's performance in the early stage of the 
search was not impaired with no crossover. This is contrary to conventional belief that in 
the early part of the search crossover is a major player and in the later part of search 
mutation becomes more significant in locating near optimal solutions (Goldberg, 1989; 
Davis, 1991). 59 
However, we do not wish to imply that crossover had no effect in our experiment. 
There is evidence that when there is no crossover, the performance in some combinations 
were impaired, and not all repeats could locate near optimum solutions. We do note, 
however, that mutation-selection appears to be a much stronger component in this 
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Figure 3-9. Performance charts for each combination of mutation and crossover rate for 
each population size. Note, although some combinations used 40,000 trials, they still 
failed to locate optimal solution. 61 
Incorporating crossover clearly provides better quality solutions in fewer number 
of trials with smaller variation in the long term. As the search approaches near optima, 
the convergence velocity decreases because a favorable mutation becomes more and more 
unlikely and the preservation of favorable genotypes is quite weak. Crossover is capable 
of exploiting the epistatis which mutation cannot alone utilize. Here we notice that 
crossover did not contribute substantially for the improvement of solutions in the early 
part of the search. However, in the later part of the search its combining ability 
communicated the information among the individuals and obtained high quality solutions. 
Thus crossover, one of the major strengths of the GA, was not a useful tool for 
recombining building blocks until schemes of order at least as high as that of the function 
have been discovered, as noted by Forrest and Mitchell (1993). 
In the early part of the search, crossover probably destroys the building blocks 
with long defining lengths and it retards progress; however, as the population converges 
and the individuals become more alike, the detrimental effect of crossover is reduced and 
its constructive effect greatly contributes to the quality of solutions and efficiency of the 
algorithm. In comparison the beneficial effects ofcrossover increase as the search 
progresses. This is partly due to the greater ability of crossover to construct higher order 
building blocks from good lower order ones, and partly due to the fact that as the 
population converges, crossover increasingly produces offspring which are little or no 
different from their parents (Forest and Mitchell, 1993). Furthermore, this confirms the 
findings of the Kauffman (1989) indicating that crossover between parents with small 
hamming distances perform better comparing to crossover between parents with large 
hamming distance. 
Mutation generated a better search than crossover alone - crossover's performance 
alone was not better than mutation alone. However, we observed that crossover has 
indeed successfully exploited properties inherent in the problem in a way that cannot be 
mimicked by mutation. Mutation alone performs random changes in the populations. 
There are epistatic interactions among the building blocks within the structures that 
mutation, proceeding as it does by single steps, could not properly exploit, while 62 
crossover could. Without crossover, the GA uses mutation to search the area in the 
neighborhood of a number of points without the capability of combining the best features 
of those points, and this leads to diminished performance. 
In relation to the population size, as the population becomes homogenous, 
consequently there are fewer differences that crossover can explore by recombination. 
The effect of crossover becomes insignificant and the driving force is mutation alone. To 
the extent that the population has converged, there is less information that can be shared 
between individuals. Only toward the end, by of combining building blocks does 
crossover becomes important. On the other hand, in the larger population sizes (n>100) 
where there is enough diversity for crossover to operate on, the effect of crossover 
becomes more obvious, i.e. the performance of combinations without crossover was 
inferior to those with crossover. Therefore, crossover critically depends on the size of the 
population as noted by Muhlenbein and Voosen (1995). 
Crossover is, in effect, a method for sharing or communicating information 
between successful individuals. When the population size is large enough and the initial 
population contains the substrings for the optimum solution, crossover can shuffle the 
substrings contained in the population and the GA can locate solutions. When the 
population size large enough (n.?_150) in some runs the algorithm obtained near optimum 
solutions without mutation in fewer trials than with mutation. This shows that crossover 
alone was capable of locating optimum by rearranging building blocks when the 
substrings of the optimum exist in the initial population and the population is large 
enough; otherwise crossover is not able to locate the optimum. This finding is contrary to 
the claim that crossover has no general advantage over mutation (Fogel and Atmar, 
1990). 63
 
3.8.5. Small or Large Population? (How many chromosomes does it take to 
change a light bulb?) 
The size of the population was very critical in our application. The population 
size affected the performance and efficiency of GA. Increasing the population size 
reduced the stochastic effects of random sampling on a finite population and improved 
long-term performance at the expense of slower initial response. The expanded search 
space through larger population sizes resulted in maintaining more diversity, and the GA 
could achieve a large sampling of the solution space. 
However, a large population required more evaluations per generation, and 
increasing the population size increases the population's "fitness inertia", and therefore 
slows the overall population improvement rate. Therefore, increasing the population size 
is a mixed blessing; while it reduces stochastic effects of random sampling, the 
computational overhead per generation increases linearly with population size. 
3.8.6. Premature convergence 
Due to limited population size, the performance of a GA is always subject to 
stochastic errors. One such problem, which is also found in nature, is that of genetic drift. 
Even in the absence of any selection pressure (i.e. a constant fitness function) members of 
the population will still converge to some point in the solution space. This happens 
simply because of the accumulation of stochastic errors. If, by chance, a gene becomes 
predominant in the population, then it is just as likely to become more predominant in the 
next generation as it is to become less predominant. If an increase in predominance is 
sustained over several successive generations, and the population is finite, then a gene can 
spread to all members of the population. Once a gene has converged in this way , it is 
fixed, and crossover cannot introduce new gene values. 
This is also known as premature convergence. Premature convergence is the 
event where the genes from a few comparatively highly fit, but sub-optimal individuals 64 
rapidly come to dominate the population, causing it to converge on a local optimum. 
Once the population has converged, the ability of the GA to continue to search for better 
solutions is effectively eliminated; crossover of almost identical chromosomes produces 
little that is new. Only mutation remains to explore entirely new ground, and this simply 
performs a slow, random search. A common suggestion to reduce the rate of genetic drift 
is to increase the mutation rate. However, if the mutation rate is too high, the search 
becomes effectively random, so gradient information in the fitness function is not 
exploited. 
In principle, it is clear that very small populations may run the risk of seriously 
under-covering the solution space, and so increase the chance of premature convergence 
to a poor solution. On the other hand, larger populations allow the exploration of fewer 
generations per unit of computational effort, and because of the available computational 
effort was limited for our problem, the large population sizes precluded affordable 
convergence due to time it takes to perform single function evaluation, it suggests that we 
cannot effort to use larger population sizes. 
Our tests strongly suggested that the small populations sizes produces very 
efficient solutions and the number of trials to find solution was 10 - 15 times less with 
smaller populations. Except the population size of n=5 with a pm  0.0001, the premature 
convergence was not observed in small populations. Small populations (n=5) permits the 
GA to converge quickly to a near optimum. This is a surprising result, especially in light 
of other studies that have argued for larger population sizes (e.g., Goldberg 1985; 
Odetayo, 1993). 
3.8.7. Chromosome Length, Population Size, Mutation and Crossover Rate 
Although, many researchers reported that small populations provides an 
insufficient sample, our findings provided contrary results. This was most likely due to 65 
the nature of the problem, evaluation function, and in particular the 'length of 
chromosomes' and its relation to population size, and total gene pool in the population. 
One of the key points that often escapes the attention of the GA practitioners in 
many studies is the relationship among population size and chromosome lengths of the 
individuals on which the algorithm operates. Mainly the focus has been on the size of 
population and suggestions are very often generalized without considering the length of 
chromosome. When we consider the mutation rate, population size, and chromosome 
length together, we can calculate expected number of genes to be exposed to mutation in 
per generation, as following: 
number of genes to be mutated = (n *  (2) 
where n is population size, 1 length of chromosome and An is the probability of mutation. 
In our studies, we see that even a population size of 5 with mutation rate of 0.001 
gets more than one gene (5*250*0.001=1.25) per generation mutated. With population 
size 250 (250*250=62500*0.001) 62.5 individuals get mutated, due to the length of 
chromosome. The chromosome length and population size might be inversely related in 
terms of providing solutions. This is contrary to previous recommendation (e.g. 
Goldberg, 1985) that suggested increasing population size for larger chromosome lengths. 
In suggesting appropriate population size and mutation rates, we should consider 
the total number of genes that will exist in the pool. A mutation rate of 0.001 has 
different meaning for the fixed population size for different chromosome lengths. For a 
larger chromosome length mutation has more material to operate thus different results 
should be expected in the two populations. This could explain why we observed that very 
small mutation rates (p.=0.0001) were sufficient to find solutions when n>100 and 0.001 
at n =5. This is 10 times smaller than what is generally reported. As the chromosome 
lengths increase, the stochastic sampling errors will be reduced for a fixed population 
size. 66 
Crossover is not as fixed in nature as we have used here. Generally some 
chromosomes might have one, some more than two point crossover. The effect of 
crossover for the short and long chromosome lengths might be different depending on the 
type of crossover and the length of the building blocks. A two-point crossover might 
swap half-length chromosomes at average. In our study it would mean a 125-bit length 
piece, yet this might be too big and have some negative effect on the performance, 
particularly in the early part of the search. Taking the chromosome length under 
consideration in evaluating effect of the crossover might be helpful in predicting the 
constructive or disruptive effect of crossover. Adjusting the crossover points based on 
the chromosome length, rather than having a single or two fixed crossover points, may 
add a positive contribution to the performance. 
3.9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The behavior of genetic algorithms is difficult to formalize and predict due to the 
nature of these complicated, nonlinear systems with strong biological-like behavior. 
Making a single change in the system can affect the performance of each of its parts in 
ways that even an expert practitioner cannot predict. Theoretical understanding of the 
characteristics of GAs is not strong. Traditional schema analysis provides some first 
order insights, but doesn't capture the nonlinear dynamics of the GA search process. 
Knowledge about the proper selection of GA parameters is still only fragmentary and is 
largely based on empirical studies. 
The parameters of GA, such as population size, crossover rate and mutation rate 
can strongly affect the behavior of the search process. Setting operator probabilities 
correctly is very important, particularly for expensive evaluation functions. Finding 
settings that work well on one's problem is not a trivial task; if poor settings are used, a 
genetic algorithm's performance can be severely impacted. 67 
Among parameters, the influence of population size on performance seems to be 
the most important. Our studies suggest starting with smaller populations when 
concerned with efficiency due to a limitation on the number of evaluations. One should 
also consider the problem domain characteristics, representation of individuals, and 
chromosome lengths. We found a population of 5 to 10 to be optimal for our task, for 
efficiency reasons. However, we should note that the optimum population size depends 
on the complexity of the domain, in particular, on the shape of the fitness function, and 
the quality of desired solution. 
The combination of smaller population size and smaller mutation rate provided 
the most efficient performance in finding the near optimal solution. Performance was an 
order of magnitude faster than for larger population sizes. We also note that for the size 
of the present problem solution space, mutation is an efficient operator for exploration, 
and the use of crossover for this purpose is not essential to ensure relatively acceptable 
solutions. However, it is effective to improve the efficiency and reliability of the results. 
Our findings also suggest circumstances in which crossover has a detrimental impact on 
search. If the maximization of accumulated payoff is sought, mutation may be 
insufficient. There are some important characteristics of each operator that are not 
captured by the other. Mutation alone performs random changes in the populations. 
Crossover provides means to preserve common alleles. There are epistatic interactions 
among the building blocks within the structures that mutation, proceeding as it does by 
single steps, could not properly exploit, while crossover could. 
In conclusion, it seems that both the rate and type of recombination which is 
optimal depends on the current state of the search and size of population. The 
observations also suggests that we might have strategy that includes no crossover at the 
beginning of search, and as the convergence velocity decreases to some threshold we can 
then incorporate crossover to obtain high quality solutions efficiently. 68 
CHAPTER 4 





This paper presents several adaptive techniques for handling constraints in 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs), and demonstrates their effectiveness on a real-world, 
constrained optimization problem that arises in the seasonal scheduling of irrigations. 
The behavior and performance of a constant penalty function and different adaptive 
penalty functions were studied. The constant penalty function method suffered from 
sensitivity to the settings of the penalty coefficients, and was not successful in satisfying 
constraints and locating optimum. The adaptive penalty functions utilize distance 
violation-based metrics and search time-based scaling using generation or trials number, 
and fitness values to penalize infeasible solutions, as the distance from the feasible region 
or number of generations increases so does the penalty. Therefore, as the penalty 
increases it puts more and more selective pressure on the GA to find a feasible solution, 
and later to focus on locating near optimal solutions. The adaptive penalty functions were 
quite successful in satisfying the constraints and locating near optimal solutions with a 
minimum effort setting up a single scaling coefficient. The adaptive techniques increases 
or decreases the penalty over time as the search continues; thus they encourage feasible 
solutions to emerge over the time during the search. Our results suggest that adaptive 
approaches presented here are flexible and efficient methods for locating optima in 
complex combinatorial landscapes. 
4.2. INTRODUCTION 
In previous studies, we have successfully applied GAs to the optimization of 
seasonal irrigation scheduling. GAs are well suited for irrigation scheduling optimization 69 
due to the vast solution space, non-linearity of the problem, and discrete decision space. 
However, the irrigation scheduling problem is highly constrained; thus, the probability of 
an arbitrary schedule being infeasible is high. 
Despite GAs superior search ability, its performance is affected significantly by 
the way in which a constraint is handled in the implementation. The inherent constraints 
in the problem provide opportunities to improve the performance of adaptive search 
techniques such as GAs. In combinatorial optimization problems such as irrigation 
scheduling where there are many constraints, many points in the search space often 
represent infeasible solution and thus have zero real value. However, the real value of a 
solution is not always a useful measure for guiding the search. The conventional method 
passing only a constant constraint equation to the evaluation function can result in 
difficulties for a GA to locate feasible and optimal solutions. Also, it is difficult to design 
a meaningful penalty function that handles the constraint violations. If penalty function is 
moderate, the system often returns an infeasible solution. On the other hand, if the 
penalty is too harsh and the population is composed of many infeasible individuals, then 
those solutions which satisfy the constraints while still far from optima can easily 
dominate the population, resulting in premature convergence (Richardson et. al., 1989; 
Back et. al., 1995). 
The main goal of the research described in this paper is to investigate the 
applicability of GAs to handle constraints. Several adaptive penalty handling techniques 
are proposed to utilize constraints to improve the efficiency of GAs. The proposed 
constraint handling methods incorporate the concept of a "violation distance" metric that 
indicates how far a solution is away from the feasible region so as to improve the genetic 
search ability. To enhance the GA performance further, we also employ various fitness 
function formulation alongside the proposed constraint handling technique. The study 
shows that the proposed distance metric-based constraint handling perform better than the 
conventional constant penalty method, and could provide an efficient means to attack the 
difficult problem presented by irrigation scheduling. 70
 
The following section gives an overview of current approaches to constrained 
optimization with GA. The particular problem studied in this work is described in 
section 4. The details of constructing various adaptive penalty functions are described in 
section 5. The empirical studies are presented in section 6. We provide a discussion of 
adaptive penalty functions in section 7. The last section states the conclusions developed 
from the experiments and direction for future research. 
4.3. CONSTRAINT HANDLING TECHNIQUES 
4.3.1. Constraint Optimization Definition 
Defining S as all members of a solution space, many optimization problems can 
be stated as: 
maximize f 019: S->R  X= (xi,  ,xn) E R"  (1) 
subject to the solution x E S satisfying certain equalities or inequalities. 
The set S c Rn defines the search space and the set F c R'1 defines the feasible search 
space. Usually, the search space S is defined as an n-dimensional rectangle in Rn domains 
of variables defined by their lower and upper bounds (Fletcher, 1987). 
1(i)  xi .u(i)  1<i<n  (2) 
whereas the feasible set F is defined by a set of following m  0 constraints. 
gi  for i = 1,  m  (3) 
hia9 = 0,  for j = 1,  n  (4) 71 
The equations gi(A9 and h,(A9 functions are inequality and equality constraints that 
the solution x must satisfy. Indeed, in some applications, the objective function, fm, is 
simply to find some solution that satisfies the set of constraints, called as constraint 
satisfaction problems. 
4.3.2. Constraint Handling Techniques in GA 
The difficulty of using GAs in constraint optimization is that the genetic operators 
used to manipulate the chromosomes of the population often produce solutions which are 
not feasible. When a constrained problem is addressed using GAs, four main approaches 
are available (Davis and Orvosh, 1993; Michalewicz and Attia, 1994): 
I.  rejection of the offspring, 
II.  repair algorithms, 
III. modified genetic operators, and 
IV. penalty functions. 
The first, rejection of the offspring, discards infeasible solutions and continues 
recombination and mutation until a feasible solution is produced. This technique can 
spend a great deal of time in the evaluation and rejection of these infeasible solutions. 
Second, an infeasible solution is created by an operator, a special repair 
mechanism can be employed to make it a feasible solutions, mapping XES-F -XEFnS. 
However, repair algorithms are problem specific, the children often do not resemble their 
parents, and restoring feasibility may be as difficult as the optimization problem (Back, 
et. al., 1995). 
The third approach modifies the genetic operators so that they understand the 
constraints, in the sense that they never produce infeasible solutions. This approach 
involves modifying the GA to suit the problem by using new data structures and new ge­
netic operators. These are often called greedy decoders (Michalewicz and Janikow, 1991)  . 72 
The search is thus reformulated as an unconstrained optimization problem over the 
reduced space XE Fn S, the feasible region. This approach is advocated in Davis and 
Orvosh (1993). 
The final approach is to employ a penalty function. Here, the search is treated as 
an unconstrained problem over S, but the objective function is modified for infeasible 
solutions by adding terms which degrade their performance (Powel and Skolnick, 1993; 
Smith and Tate, 1993; Homafair, et. al., 1994). 
Each of these strategies has advantages and disadvantages. Strategies 2 and 3 
have the advantage that they never generate infeasible solutions. These strategies have 
the disadvantage that feasible solutions may be difficult to find, if the problem is highly 
constrained, and they consider no points outside the feasible regions of a search space 
(Back, et. al., 1994). Strategy 4 with penalty option has the advantage that it is able to 
consider infeasible solutions. The repair strategy depends on the existence of a rapid, 
deterministic repair procedure for converting a solution that violates hard constraints into 
one that does not (Davis and Orvosh, 1993). 
4.4. IRRIGATION SCHEDULING 
4.4.1. Problem Statement 
The task of scheduling in this study is the assignment of irrigation events over a 
growth season, where certain objectives should be optimized and several constraints must 
be satisfied. It is a difficult task because of the complex interactions between crop 
growth, water use, and their environment. The details of the problem was discussed in 
our earlier works. 73 
The system employs a non-linear numerical crop model to simulate plant growth 
and predict crop yield response to given irrigation schedule. A further description of the 
numerical model can be found in (Ritchie and Ottter, 1985; Canpolat and Bolte, 1993). 
Irrigation schedules have a natural binary representation constructed by mapping 
each schedule event to a locus within a binary chromosome where a bit value of one 
means the irrigation event is scheduled, and a value of zero means it was not scheduled. 
The quality of a schedule is measured by means of an objective function, which 
assigns a numerical value to the schedule. The goal is to find a seasonal schedule for the 
crop growth season that will provide maximal return from the crop while satisfying 
certain constraints. The unconstrained fitness function, f(x) , is: 
f(x) = Cy* Cp  IN* lc  (5) 
where Cy is crop yield, Cp is crop price, IN is number of irrigations, and 1c is cost of 
irrigation per application. Incorporating constraints in the equation is considered in the 
following sections. 
4.4.2. Constraints 
There are many constraints in practical irrigation applications, but only a few of them 
were considered in this study. The following constraints were included in the design: 
I.	  A two day minimum return time was assumed for a center pivot irrigation system, 
with a constant irrigation amount per application, 25 mm. Therefore, no two 
irrigation events can take place in sequential days. For any day x, to have irrigation 
scheduled two preceding days should not have any irrigation scheduled, i.e. 74 
if x,_1= 0 and x,_2 = 0 f1  (6)
0  otherwise 
where x is the vector of irrigation events i is the growth day 
II.  A maximum of ten irrigation events was assumed: 
0 if no irrigation event
EXi  where x =  (7) 1 otherwise 
III. No irrigation event can be scheduled twenty days prior to harvest. 
xi =0  for 230<i<250  (8) 
IV. No irrigation can be scheduled during the winter months 
x1=0  for 30<i<130  (9) 
Note that there is no need to add a constraint regarding the stress indications 
during the crop growth. This is because the model evaluates the physiology of crop and 
reduces the yield based on the amount and duration of stress. Delaying irrigation may 
cause stress in the crop and possibly a reduction in yield, however, it may also save an 
irrigation later in the season. In such a situation, if the economic loss caused by the 
reduction in yield is smaller than the cost of an irrigation, then delaying the irrigation is 
economically beneficial. 75
 
4.5. CONSTRUCTING PENALTY FUNCTIONS 
4.5.1. Conventional Constant Penalty Function 
A central issue of GA implementation is the formulation of a fitness function, as 
its value is the only information available to guide the search. A well-chosen fitness 
function should have adequate 'resolution' in measuring the performance of an 
individual. It should give high fitness values to better performing individuals and low 
values to those that violate constraints or simply are poor solutions. 
Penalty function techniques transform the constrained problem into an 
unconstrained problem by penalizing those solutions which are infeasible. Although the 
objective functions is well defined, by the problem itself,  it is the penalty construction 
that creates difficulty in formulating a suitable fitness function. There is no accepted 
methodology for combining it with the penalty, and it is usually ad hoc (Richardson et. 
al., 1989). 
Several approaches for using penalty functions in GA for constrained optimization 
problems are reviewed in (Richardson et. al., 1989). Michalewicz (1995) examines the 
penalty approach, discussing the strengths and weaknesses of various penalty function 
formulations. 
Generally speaking, the mathematical formulation for an optimization problem 
incorporating constraints is a linear combination of the objective function and the penalty 
function, where the penalty is the function of the constraints and related weight 
coefficients, and can be stated as follows: 
maximize  F(x) = f (x)  r  (10) 76
 
where f(x) is the fitness of the individual before penalty given by equation (1), ei is the 
penalty function, m is the number of constraints, r is a scalar multiplier intended to 
control the penalty imposed in considering points that violate constraints. 
For the irrigation scheduling problem, constraints are divided into equalities and 
inequalities. The equality constraints (///) and (/V) are eliminated at the start. This action 
removes part of the space to be searched. Therefore, the rest of the study focuses on the two 
inequality constraints, i.e., constraints (I) and (II). 
The main limitation of the penalty functions is the degree to which each constraint 
is penalized. Researchers have stated that if one imposes a high degree of penalty, more 
emphasis is placed on obtaining feasible solutions. The system will tend to converge to a 
feasible point even if it is far from optimal. However, if one impose a low degree of 
penalty, less emphasis is placed on feasibility, and the system may never converge to a 
feasible solution (Richardson et. al., 1989). Therefore, we investigated several adaptive 
approaches which change the degree of penalty during the search process. 
4.5.2. Adaptive Penalty Functions 
The adaptive penalty techniques studied in this work increases or decreases the 
size of penalties over time as the search continues, so that a degree of violation is 
tolerated early in early generations, and this toleration is reduced based on the state of the 
individuals and population over time. In general, the size of the penalty added reflects in 
some way the degree of constraint violation. As the penalty for infeasibility increases 
during the optimization process, solutions will tend to adhere more and more to feasible 
regions of the search space. Hence, a distance metric described below was used as a 
measure of degree of penalty. 77 
4.5.2.1. Distance metrics 
Recent studies reported success with penalties which reflects the degree of 
constraint violation (Back et. al., 1995; and Reid, 1996). In constructing the penalty 
functions, the concept of violation distance metrics was used (Schoenauer and Xanthakis, 
1993; Smith and Tate 1993; and Savic and Walters, 1995). The distance metric-based 
functions is intended to measure the expected distance between the infeasible and feasible 
solutions. Then, the penalty function is intended to correct the raw objective function, 
f(x), over those points just enough so that the optimum for problem can be located. The 
general form of penalty function with distance metric can be stated as following. 
F(x)= f(x) rE d (x)  (11) 
where f(x) is the original fitness value given by equation (5), ddx) is the metric function 
describing the distance of x for each constraint, r is the scaling factor which will be 
described later. 
We have explored two types of distance metrics, absolute distance and relative 
distance, described below, and analyzed the behavior of each metric. 
4.5.2.1.1. Absolute Distance Metric 
The explicit goal of our penalty function is to favor solutions which are near a 
feasible region over more highly-fit solutions which are far from any feasible region. The 
distance metric function simply calculates the absolute difference between what is 
allowed and observed values for each constraint. It uses the concept of how much the 
cost would increase to take an infeasible solution and make it into a feasible one; instead 
of discarding infeasible solutions, they are treated as incomplete solutions. The cost to 
complete incomplete solutions is the absolute quantity which we will use in construction 
of penalty functions. 78 
For the first of two constraints in this problem, the distance for irrigation number 
constraint can be stated as the maximum number of irrigations allowed (Imax) for a 
feasible solution, and the actual number of irrigations an individual schedule contains, IN. 
For the rotation constraint, the distance metric is described as the sum of the irrigation 
events where the rotation constraint is violated. Thus, the distance metric functions that 
measure the degree of violation for the two constraints can be stated as following. 
Irrigation number constraint violation distance: 
n  if no inigation 
Distance x  = MIX 0, {  /maxi where x, = 
1  otherwise A  (12) 
where xDN is the irrigation number distance of a solution. And, the rotation constraint 
violation distance metric is given by: 
0  if x1_1 = 0 and x,_2 = 0
Distance xDR = Ex,  where x, = 
1  otherwise i=,  (13) 
where xDR is the total rotation distance of a solution. 
4.5.2.1.2. Relative Distance Metric 
In this approach we calculate the distance of the individuals as above, and 
additionally the relative violation of individuals in relation to the total violation in the 
population is considered. The infeasible individual's fitness relative to the other 
individuals in the population is reduced by subtracting a relative penalty from its fitness. 
In the absolute distance metric, the more the infeasible the solution is, the higher penalty 
it gets. In the relative distance metric the degree of infeasibility of the individual could be 
high, however, when the violations in the population are high, then the contribution of a 
given individual to the total violation will be low. Therefore that individual will receive a 
relatively small penalty. On the other hand, as the search continues, the amount of 79 
violations in the population is expected to decrease, and the contribution of the infeasible 
solution to the total violation in the population. Hence, that individual will get a 
relatively higher penalty. Thus, the relative distance metrics can be stated as following. 
Irrigation number or rotation days relative distance : 
Relative dd(x),,  bd(x,)v  (14) 
Id(x f)v 
.1=1 
where d(x) is the distance from equation (12), v is the type of constraint, n is the 
population size. 
4.5.2.2. Preventing Infeasible Solutions from Being the Best 
In each generation, we determined the feasible individuals and ensured that the 
fitness value of any infeasible solution would never be higher than the lowest fitness 
value of the feasible solution, if any feasible solution was found as described by the 
following equation. 
if f(x) E FnS 
co (x)  {0
max(0, best  infeasible  worst feasible)  otherwise 
(15) 
where co(x) is an iteration dependent function which influences the evaluation of 
infeasible solutions only. All of our penalty functions integrate this method to distinguish 
between feasible and infeasible individuals. co(x) is subtracted from any infeasible 
individual's fitness, thus ensuring that infeasible strings will never outperform feasible 
ones. 80 
Hence, the general form of the objective function containing the penalty terms and 
normalization for infeasible solutions is as follows: 
F(x) = f (x) rE di(x) -coi(x)  (16) 
where the first term is fitness value from equation (5), the second term is distance, and the 
final term is the normalization factor for infeasible solutions. 
4.5.2.3. Adaptive Scaling Factor 
In the equation (16), r is the scaling factor which allows a gradual increase of the 
penalty term during the search. We have explored various adaptive scaling factors based 
on the search time, t, that is either generation number, trials, or both, and actual 
performance of individuals before penalty. The scaling parameter, r, in general, starts 
with a small value and is increased as the search progresses. The details of each scaling 
factor was provided in the following penalty functions studied. 
4.6. EMPIRICAL STUDIES 
In this study, by combining distance metrics, scaling, and preventing the infeasible 
solutions from overcoming the feasible ones, we have constructed a set of adaptive 
penalty functions, and compared the performance of constant penalty function with 
adaptive penalty functions. 
In these experiments, we have used population size 25 with mutation rate 0.001, 
and crossover rate 0.6. A two point crossover with elitist strategy was used. Each 
experiment was repeated 10 times, with each run containing 3,500 evaluations. 81 
4.6.1. Constant Penalty Function 
A constant penalty function was used for comparative purposes. In this approach, 
for each constraint a constant coefficient was selected and maintained during the search 
process. The constant penalty function has the following form. 
F(x) = (x) f  ±  -q),(x)  (17) 
where c is the constant penalty value for each constraint type. We have experimented 
with a wide range of constant c values, and the typical search behavior is shown in 
Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1. Constant penalty function with c=30. F(x) is the fitness value after penalty,
 
and f(x) is the fitness value before penalty.
 
As observed by other researchers (Eiben et. al., 1994; Homaifar et. al., 1994), the 
performance was highly sensitive to constant penalty values with small changes often 82 
resulting in premature convergence. The initial mild penalties for infeasibility led the 
algorithm to infeasible regions in which the search process was became stranded. 
As the penalty was increased, the algorithm became too eager to satisfy 
constraints and individuals with smaller violations quickly dominated the population, 
resulting in a rapid loss in diversity in the population and premature convergence. 
Consequently, the constant penalty strategy never generated feasible solutions, let alone 
optimum ones. 
For instance, when the constant penalty coefficient was set to c=30 for each 
constraint type violation throughout the run, the algorithm could not locate the feasible 
solution as shown in figure 1. And when the penalty coefficient was set to a high value, 
c=150, it still failed to produce any feasible solution as seen in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2. Constant penalty function with c=150. F(x) is the fitness value after penalty, 
and f(x) is the fitness value before penalty. 83 
Note that after around 2,500 trials, the algorithm was able to find solutions that 
satisfied the rotation constraint, which appeared to be the easier constraint to satisfy. 
However, it could not generate any solution that satisfied the irrigation number constraint. 
The constant penalty function ignores the degree to which the infeasible solution 
is removed from the feasible search space. As highly fit, but infeasible, individuals with 
higher fitness value are given more reproductive opportunity for survival to the next 
generation, even though it it has violated the constraints. Ultimately it fails to obtain any 
feasible solution. 
4.6.2. Adaptive Penalty Strategies 
In this category, several forms of penalty functions were constructed and analyzed. 
They are grouped into two absolute distance metric-based and relative distance metric-
based penalty functions. 
4.6.2.1. Absolute Distance Based Penalty Functions 
In this group, absolute distance of each individual is calculated, and penalty value 
is subtracted from its fitness value. Four penalty functions were constructed and analyzed 
in the following subsections. 
4.6.2.1.1. Penalty with Absolute Distance Only 
In this penalty function, the absolute distance value for each individual is 
calculated and the distance value was subtracted from the fitness value as given in the 
following equation. 84 
F(x) = f (x)  d ,(x) -q),(x)  (18) 
In the beginning of the search, the individuals have a high distance value 
corresponding to relatively high penalty values. However, as the search continues, the 
degree of violation gets smaller, resulting in lower penalties. At the same time, the 
fitness of individuals gets higher; therefore the penalty becomes less effective, and it 
cannot lead the search to a feasible region., This is depicted in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3. Absolute distance penalty. F(x) is fitness after penalty, f(x) is fitness 
before penalty. 
Out of many runs, the best individual was still infeasible with a violation distance 
of five at the end of the search. This penalty function might be effective in problems 
where the contribution of the unit violation to the fitness is smaller than one. However, 
in our work the contribution of one violation unit, such as one additional irrigation, is 
much higher than one; therefore the absolute distance does not generate a strong enough 85 
penalty and the search stagnates in the infeasible region of the search space. Also, note 
that the relative distance alone generally produced a weak penalty. 
As possible solutions we can either scale the fitness value so that the contribution 
of unit violation would not exceed the violation distance, or an additional multiplier, r, 
for the distance metric can be used so that it could eventually generate a stronger penalty 
toward the end of search. This concept was incorporated in the following penalty 
functions by using search time. 
4.6.2.1.2. Absolute Distance Penalty with Generation Percentage Scaling 
This function is a simple combination of percentage of generation number and the 
sum of absolute distances as given in the following equation. 
F(x) = f (x) rgin di(x) -(0,(x)  (19) 
where r is the percentage, and g is the generation number. This function does not take 
individual fitness into account in generating a penalty. It only requires setting r as 
generation number coefficients. Our experiments showed that values ranging from 0.20 
to 0.80 provided good results. A smaller r < 0.10 was ineffective in finding feasible 
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Figure 4-4. Generation number percentage scaled absolute distance penalty function. 
The behavior of this function is shown in Figure 4-4 with r=0.20. By using 
r=0.20, we ensure that in the first five generations, the penalty will be very small, after 
that a gradual increase in the penalty will take place, and as the number of generations 
increases so will the penalty. Therefore, as the penalty increases it puts more and more 
selective pressure on the GA to find a feasible solution. 
As illustrated in Figure 4-4, this function provides an adaptive penalty. The 
adaptive mechanism initially explores the structure of the landscape independently of 
constraints, but eventually puts pressure on the algorithm to move within the feasible 
boundaries. 
In Figure 4-4, although the fitness, F(x), of the individuals continuously increases, 
the penalty also increases at each generation, putting more and more pressure on the 
search to locate the feasible region. The combination of generation number and the 
violations distance continuously produces higher and higher penalty value until it reaches 
to generation 60, or about 500 trials, where it reaches its peak value. At the same time, 
the violations distance continuously decreases and the algorithm locates individuals, 87 
although infeasible, with higher and higher fitness values. From that point on, although 
the generation number continuous to increase, the violations significantly decrease. 
Increases in the generation number factor is counter/balanced by the decrease in the 
distance. Consequently, the product of the generation number with decreased distance 
produces a smaller penalty, yet the penalty is still high enough to continue to take the 
population to a feasible region. 
This behavior is observed throughout the rest of the search whenever increases in 
the generation factor becomes more than the decrease in violations distance. In the 
following generation a jump in the penalty value is observed which indicates additional 
pressure on the algorithm to further eliminate the infeasible solution. Following this 
jump around 800 trials, again we see a decline in the penalty value which is the result of 
getting closer to the feasible region. The similar pattern continues to repeat itself for 
several times until the feasible solutions are located around 1,500 trials. At which time 
penalty values goes to 0, and fitness values before, f(x), and after penalty, F(x), become 
equal. From that point on, the algorithm further continues to locate individuals with 
better fitness values. Progress continues until 1,800 trials, at which the optimum 
individual was located and no further progress is observed. 
Also note that just prior to locating the optimum, the penalty value appears to be 
low; however, it must be still strong enough to locate the feasible region. At this critical 
stage of the search, providing the right amount of penalty forces the algorithm to 
explorethe near feasible region, from which it could readily locate optimal individuals. 
This appears to further enhance the performance and the quality of solutions. 
4.6.2.1.3. Absolute Distance Penalty with Generation Power Scaling 
This function is similar to the previous one. Instead of using a generation number 
percentage value as coefficient, it uses a power of the generation. The form of this 
penalty function is: ----- - -
88 
F(x) = f (x)  gn  d (x) --co,(x) 
i=1  (20) 
where n is the exponent of generation number, g. In this function only n needs to 
be adjusted for different applications. Depending on the settings of the n, the function 
constantly contributes to an increasing penalty value, however, since the violations of the 
individuals varies during the search, it penalizes the individuals based on the degree of 
violations. It exhibits an adaptive behavior similar to the previous penalty function. 
During the search, as better feasible and infeasible solutions are found, the penalty 
imposed on a given infeasible solution changes. By using different n values for the 
scaling, we can allow the algorithm to explore the infeasible search space or pressure it to 
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Figure 4-5. Absolute distance penalty function with generation number power scaling. 
In our studies, we have tested several n values (n=0.2 through n=0.9), and the 
performance was not sensitive to n. Figure 4-5 shows the behavior of this function with 
n=0.7. 89 
4.6.2.1.4. Absolute Distance Penalty with Fitness, Generation and Trial Number Scaling 
Under this category, initially we have experimented with different combinations of 
fitness, generation number and trials with the following equations 
F(x) = f(x) - generations/f(x) * D(x)  (21) 
F(x) = f(x) - trials/f(x) * D(x)  (22) 
where D(x) is the sum of absolute distances. The motivation for all these combinations 
was to have a fitness function which would take individual performances into account in 
calculating the penalty, and also it would provide us with a mechanism to allow us to 
increase or decrease the penalty during the search. However, generation number or trials 
alone were not sufficiently large enough to produce a penalty value, after divided by f(x), 
that would distinguish the infeasible ones and give more chance to feasible ones. Given 
this, we have included a combination of trials and generation number to obtain a high 
penalty value. This combination without coefficient produced a very large penalty, due to 
large number of violations and smaller fitness value. Therefore, a coefficient of 
generation number percent, r=0.10 was used to further scale the penalty value. The final 
equation was 
F(x) = f (x)  rgt  d i(x)  (23) f (x) 
where r is the percentage for the generation number, g and t is trial number. The final 
penalty function with r=0.20 allows the search to continue for about five generation 
without imposing a high penalty. After the algorithm makes enough progress, it starts 
increasing penalty value, and the penalty increases and decreases adaptively during the 
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Figure 4-6. Absolute distance penalty scaled by generation, trials and fitness with 
generation percentage r=0.20. 
Note that this penalty approach is able to reflect the fitness values of individuals, 
providing a mechanism to distinguish better performing individuals and penalize them 
less for the same amount of violation. 
The generation percentage r does not appear to be sensitive to different rates. We 
have experimented with a range from 0.10 to 0.80, and all located feasible solutions; 
however as the multiplier value is increased, so is the penalty, resulting in a quicker 
location of feasible regions of the search space. 
4.6.2.2. Relative Fitness Based Penalty Functions 
In this category the penalty function uses the relative distance metric that reflects 
the infeasibility of individual in relation to state of the population. Three penalty 
functions were studied with various forms. 91 
4.6.2.2.1. Relative Distance Penalty Scaled by Fitness Value 
In this penalty function, the individuals get penalized based on the degree of their 
violation and the amount of violation in the population, scaled by the fitness value of the 
individual. The form of the function is given in the following equation. 
F(x)  f (x)  f (x)  d(x)  co,(x)  (24) 
d;(x) 
In the early part of the search, most of the individuals are infeasible with high 
degrees of violation. However, since the population violation is high, the individuals 
with high violations still get a relatively low penalty, and do not immediately get driven 
out of population as shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7. Relative fitness penalty scaled by fitness, f(x). 92 
On the other hand, as the search continues the total violation in the population 
decreases and the relative contribution of infeasible individuals increases. Therefore, as 
the relative penalty factor increases the individuals get more penalized and the search is 
guided towards a feasible region. 
Although the amount of penalty increased as the search continued, the penalty was 
not strong enough to move the search into a feasible region with the fitness value, f(x), as 
a scaling factor, as can be seen in the figure. However, this function seems to be capable 
of providing the search with an adaptive coefficient which may be used in combination 
with other penalty measures. An additional factor besides f(x) would be needed to 
penalize infeasible solutions strongly. Therefore, we have integrated several factors in 
the following penalty functions. 
4.6.2.2.2. Relative Distance Penalty with Trial Number Scaling 
In this penalty function, we have used f(x) in the denominator of the penalty term 
to generate a penalty distinguishing the performance of individuals for the same amount 
of violation. Individuals with higher fitness values get less penalized. Also, the search 
time is integrated to increase the amount of penalty as the search continues, as given in 
the following equation: 
d(x) F(x) = f (x)  t 
1 
*  (25) rf (x) 
where r is the coefficient for fitness value, and t is the trial number. We have 
experimented with various criteria as the numerator value of the second term such as 
generation number, trails, or both. However, generation or trial numbers alone produces 
very small penalty values. The behavior of the function is illustrated in Figure 4-8, with 
r=0.001. As seen in the figure, during the search process, as better solutions are found 
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Figure 4-8. Relative distance based equation scaled by trial number and fitness, r=0.001. 
Note that generation number also produces similar results provided that we 
multiply the denominator, f(x), with a coefficient to obtain a strong enough penalty. 
This penalty function is the most comprehensive of all the penalty functions 
studied. It uses more information available at the population and individual level to make 
penalty decision, and seems to be more robust than all of the studied functions, exhibiting 
more dynamic adaptive behavior. This method not only considers the violation distance 
but also takes into account information about the state of the current population and the 
individual's fitness value. The additional information enables the algorithm to better 
balance the search diversity and the pressure for feasibility to obtain potential highly fit 
individuals over the search space. Although, in this study it did not exhibit any 
outstanding performance advantages compared to the other approaches, in some more 
difficult problems it might provide better performance. 94 
4.6.2.2.3. Relative Distance Based Penalty with Generation and Trials Number Scaling 
This approach also considers the violations and their relative values as explained 
above. However, it does not include the performance in calculating the penalty. The 
penalty function is given in by the following equation. 
F(x) = f (x) rgt  d(x)  vi(x)  (26) 
E di(x) 
where r is percentage of generation number, g, and t is the trial number. In this penalty 
function, using generation or trial number alone also produced too small a penalty to 
eliminate infeasible solutions, or locate the feasible ones. Therefore, it required inclusion 
of a coefficient to be used in combination with generation or trial numbers. In general, 
either criteria could produce similar results. The behavior of the penalty function is 
shown in Figure 4-9. In this experiment, a combination of generation and trial numbers 
were used with r=0.10. As seen in the figure, the combination of generation and trial 
number with r=0.10 produce a slowly increasing penalty in the early part of the search, 
but later on it can generate a strong penalty responding quickly to the state of the search 
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It is widely known that in highly constrained problems, optimal solutions tend to 
lie on the boundaries of the feasible region (Gill et. al., 1981). Many of the adjacent 
solutions to the optimum will therefore be infeasible. Also, in our problem the feasible 
solution may be separated from the infeasible solution only by one Hamming distance or 
by one GA operator distance. A number of infeasible solutions in the population may 
exist for which a single mutation or crossover could yield not only a feasible, but also an 
optimal solution. If the neighbors of the feasible solution are heavily penalized, then the 
optimal individual is likely to escape the search. Moreover, GAs proceeds by combining 
building blocks in the population. Therefore, the infeasible solutions still have the 
potential to contribute to the search process to find the optimum solution, and to avoid 
premature convergence a harsh penalty function should not be used. If we restrict the 
search to feasible solutions, we make it much more difficult for algorithm to lead a path 
to the optimum. 96 
The adaptive constraint handling approaches in our study provide a balance for 
preservation of information to meet the conflicting requirements of search diversity and 
pressure for locating feasible region. It provides a better mechanism to assess individuals 
by incorporating the degree of violation based on the violation distance metric indicating 
how far a solution is from the feasible region, and scaling factors such as generation or 
trial number and fitness values of individuals. The integration of all these elements 
produces a penalty function with an adaptive behavior. This adaptive behavior 
consequently encourages feasible solutions to emerge over time. 
The adaptive penalty strategies increase the size of penalties during the course of a 
search, so that while a degree of violation is tolerated in early generations, this toleration 
is reduced over time. This ensures that during the optimization process, solutions will 
tend to adhere more and more to feasible regions of the search space. 
The adaptive penalty functions require setting one parameter only, the scaling 
factor. Our findings showed that significantly less experimentation was required to find 
values for the scaling factor as compared to finding the right settings of constant penalty 
function parameters. A wide range parameters worked well. This provides evidence for 
the robustness of an adaptive approach to its parameter settings. The minimal 
requirement of setting only one value, and the robustness of the behavior offer solutions 
to problems where we do not know in advance how difficult it will be to find feasible 
solutions, or how much penalty we should apply to obtain a solution. 
The set of adaptive functions studied appear to provide similar results. Efficiency 
of algorithms and quality of solutions were similar. However, each one following a 
different path to locate the feasible region of search space and optimal solutions. 
Initially, we had four constraints. We handled the equality constraints by 
eliminating them from the search space. This method of handling of equality constraints 
effectively reduced the search space resulting in an accelerated search of feasible search 
space. Thus, introducing constraints was advantageous and improved the performance of 
GA significantly by limiting the space to be searched. Also, note that once the feasible 97
 
solutions were located, the algorithm spent little effort to find the optimal solution. This 
indicates that finding the optimum in the feasible region was relatively easy. 
As the constraint violations get smaller, it takes a greater selective pressure to 
force the solution to feasibility. As expected, whenever the contribution of unit violation 
to the fitness gets larger than the penalty applied to that violation, then the algorithm fails 
to eliminate the infeasible solution. Considering the nature of our problem, each time the 
constraints change, such as increasing or decreasing the number of allowable irrigations, 
or change in the cost of irrigation, the penalty function might have to be modified to 
handle the changes in the constraints. These adjustments might not be always easy. For 
example, we may not be able easily predict contribution of one additional irrigation to 
fitness so that we could penalize it just the right amount to keep the diversity in the 
population and maintain strong enough pressure to lead the search to feasible region. 
This would require a tedious adjustment in the constant penalty function parameters. In 
addition, the more stringent requirements are put on the system, the more difficult it gets 
for the algorithm to find feasible solutions. Therefore, the penalty function should be 
more robust so that it can respond the changes in the system dynamically. The adaptive 
penalty strategies studied offer wide potential to handle changes in the system without a 
tedious readjustment process. 
4.8. CONCLUSIONS 
Seasonal irrigation scheduling under various constraints has been successfully 
solved using a GA enhanced with adaptive constraint handling techniques. Our 
investigations show that the adaptive penalty methods are powerful, robust and 
computationally efficient for difficult optimization problem. Quality of solutions 
generated significantly superior to the non-penalized search, and does not seem to be 
particularly sensitive to the parameter settings so that no extensive search is necessary to 
find precise value for the setting. 98 
The adaptive methods enable the GA to better balance the search diversity and the 
pressure for feasibility to obtain better performing individuals over the search space. 
Thus, the adaptive techniques encourage feasible solutions to emerge over time. 
Our observation indicated that when the population initially contained feasible 
solutions, the algorithm could quickly locate the optimal solutions and the performance of 
the algorithm improved remarkably. When the initial population did not contain any 
feasible solutions, GA spent most of its search effort to locate a feasible solution. 
Therefore, it might be of great help to the search process to initialize the population with 
some heuristic so that it can ensure the existence of some feasible solutions initially. We 
will investigate various heuristic approaches to initialize the population in future work. 
Also, there are many other practical constraints that exist in real life applications 
which were not considered in this study, such as crop quality, water availability, other 
management, resource and environmental requirements e.g. minimizing leaching of 
chemicals, drainage, etc. The future work will be directed to inclusion of some of these 
constraints. 99 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
5.1. CONCLUSIONS 
irrigation In this work, we have explored the application of genetic algorithms to
scheduling. GAs are well suited for irrigation scheduling optimization due to the vast 
search space, nonlinearity of the problem, and discrete solution space. 
First, we have shown how the GAs can be successfully used for irrigation 
scheduling, and addressed the issues of using GAs to perform as function optimizers in 
irrigation scheduling. We have also demonstrated the efficacy of our method. GAs were 
found to have surprising speed of convergence to near-optimal solutions. 
The irrigation scheduling approach presented in this paper offers several 
advantages over the traditional irrigation optimization methods. First, many other 
techniques require much auxiliary information in order to work properly. By contrast, 
GAs have no requirement for this auxiliary information. To perform an effective search, 
they require only payoff values associated with individual schedules. This characteristic 
makes a GA a more standard method than many search schemes. The second advantage 
of the technique is its versatility; this technique can be applied directly to schedules.  The 
third advantage of the technique is its simplicity. The basic methodology is problem-
independent, requiring only the formulation of an objective function to guide the GA 
towards the optimal solution. 
The complexity of the problem studied and the large size of the search space,  2250, 
prohibits the use of most other optimization techniques. We can expect that the search 
space contains many local optima. Thus, it can be expected that traditional search 
techniques would perform poorly. Where an exhaustive search would fail due to time and 
memory constraints for this problem, GAs discovered near optimal schedules with no 100 
difficulty. To achieve a near optimal solution, GAs required a surprisingly small number 
of function evaluations, approximately two to three thousand evaluations, relative to the 
size of the search space. In addition, because GAs are inherently parallel, it can be 
expected that parallel implementation will reduce computation times significantly. The 
overall positive results supports the potential of GAs at the long-term irrigation 
management, and suggests they can be used for many other complex optimization 
problems in biological management. 
In the second part of the studies, we explored the relationship between GA control 
parameters and their effects on the GAs behavior. We analyzed the computational 
behavior of the GA by looking into the roles played by population size, crossover and 
mutation operators, in influencing convergent behavior of the algorithm. We investigated 
how sensitive GAs are to changes in its controlling parameters. We identified a 
combination of population, mutation, and crossover, which searches the fitness landscape 
more efficiently than each operator alone. 
The performance of the GA was shown to be strongly influenced by population 
size, crossover rate, and mutation rate. The influence of population size on performance 
appears to be the most important. Our studies suggest smaller populations lead to 
efficient solutions. Although we found a population of 5 to 10 to be optimal for our task, 
for efficiency reasons, we assert that the optimum population size depends on the 
complexity of the domain. In particular, it depends on the shape of the fitness function 
and the quality of desired solution. 
We showed that success of the search is strongly dependent upon the choice of 
mutation rate. It suggests a stronger role for mutation across the populations than has 
been previously been claimed (Davis, 1991). Our studies also indicated a relative 
insensitivity of performance to various crossover rates for each population size. Except 
for no crossover, pc---0, the other rates generated similar results. The crossover appears to 
have more effect in larger populations than the smaller ones. 101 
The combination of smaller population size and mutation rate provided the most 
efficient performance, finding the near global optimal solution an order of magnitude 
faster than larger population sizes. This may indicate that for the size of the present 
problem solution space, mutation is an efficient operator for exploration, and the use of 
crossover for this purpose is not essential to ensure acceptable solutions. However, it is 
effective to improve the efficiency and reliability of the results. Our findings also suggest 
circumstances in which crossover has a detrimental impact on search. 
Although, many researchers reported that a small population size provides an 
insufficient sample and results in poor performance, our findings showed contrary results. 
This was most likely due to the nature of the problem, evaluation function, and in 
particular the chromosomes length and its relation to population size. We also noted the 
relationship among the population size and chromosome lengths of the individuals on 
which the algorithm operates and indicated that when analyzing the parameter settings, 
we should consider the mutation rate, population size, and chromosome length together. 
The best recombination rate depends on the current state of the search and size of 
population. Although the GA reached local optima rapidly without crossover, it took 
much longer to find the 'peak solution' from this point on with mutation alone. In some 
combinations, it failed to reach an optimal point, and not all replications produced a 
solution. These observations suggests that a strategy of no crossover at the beginning of 
search, and increasing crossover as the convergence velocity decreases to some threshold, 
will result efficient production of high quality solutions. 
In the last part of the study, seasonal irrigation scheduling under various 
constraints has been successfully solved using a GA enhanced with adaptive constraint 
handling techniques. Our investigations show that the adaptive penalty methods are 
powerful, robust and computationally efficient for difficult optimization problem. 
Quality of solutions generated was superior to the non-penalized search. The adaptive 
penalty strategies adjust the size of penalties during the course of a search, so that while a 
degree of violation is tolerated in early generations, this toleration is reduced over time. 
This ensures that during the optimization process, solutions will tend to adhere more and 102 
more to feasible regions of the search space, and consequently encourages feasible 
solutions to emerge over time. 
The adaptive penalty functions require setting of one parameter only, the scaling 
factor. Our findings showed that significantly less experimentation was required to find 
values for the scaling factor as compared to the constant penalty function parameters. A 
wide range parameters worked well. This provides evidence for the robustness of the 
adaptive approach. The minimal requirement of setting only one value, and the 
robustness of the behavior offer solution to problems where in advance we do not know 
how difficult it will be to find feasible solutions, or how much penalty we should apply to 
obtain a solution. The adaptive penalty functions are robust and they can respond the 
changes in the system dynamically. Therefore, they offer wide potential to handle 
changes in the system without a tedious readjustment process. 
5.2. BENEFITS 
Our approach provides solutions to the problem previously beyond the scope of 
conventional approaches. 
The optimization system proposed here will provide benefits in two areas. First, 
as a stand-alone system, it will provide a valuable tool for growers or managers to more 
effectively make decisions concerning optimal management strategies for maximizing 
profits while satisfying other constraints. 
Second, from the standpoint of the farmer and the irrigation district, the 
availability of predictive, seasonal schedules at the start of the season is highly desirable. 
In addition, the techniques proposed here can also to be used in reservoir operations, 
multi-seasonal planning, allocation, and distribution of water to obtain optimum system 
performance. Once the crop distribution is known, a water district can plan for water 
deliveries and evaluate alternative strategies when facing water shortages in drought 
situations. 103
 
5.3.  FUTURE WORK 
In this study, we have applied the GA to a small part of the problem, and seen that 
GAs can be a powerful tool for solving problems and for simulating natural systems in a 
wide variety of scientific fields. However, many unanswered questions still remain, and 
much work needs to be done. 
The current system considers the case of optimized timing with fixed application 
quantities. However, in actual applications, the amount may vary from one application to 
another, depending on water availability, soil water holding capacity, irrigation system 
design, and farmer practices. Therefore, in the future studies, amount of water per 
application could be determined dynamically. 
However, this would cause an explosion in the search space. For example, even if 
we discretized the application amount into ten units, this would increase the search space 
tremendously, i.e., for a two hundred fifty day growing season, with the inclusion of 
water amount, 10250 possible solutions would exist. This is a vast search space, and it 
may require a large number of evaluations to find an acceptable solution. In such cases, a 
practical solution could be to use a less detailed model that would be easy to evaluate and 
provide an accurate enough fitness value for the given schedule. 
The goal of optimization in our work was to maximize the net return satisfying 
constraints. However, other objectives may include considerations for energy use, water 
use efficiency, product quality, and minimizing the leaching of chemicals (Martin et. al., 
1990). Such problems may also include constraints on water availability. Also, we have 
not fully focused on the economic optimization of irrigation in this study, in particular we 
have not exploited the ideas of scheduling for deficit irrigation (English et. al., 1990). 
Potential benefits of integrating deficit irrigation concepts in the seasonal schedule is 
another area which can be further investigated with genetic approaches to provide 
practical solutions. 104 
Agricultural systems are ill-structured and the fact that agricultural operations 
must be done under conditions of uncertainty and as a system of interdependent 
operations may not lend itself easily for solutions (Mjelde et. al., 1990). We have not 
integrated uncertainty in this study. We have assumed the fitness landscape is time 
invariant and the environment was stationary with the assumption that we used a weather 
data known in advance. However, in actual situations there is often uncertainty; 
therefore, optimization techniques in non-stationary environments dealing with 
uncertainty and risk is a practical challenge requiring further investigation. We currently 
have very little insight regarding how to design GA for such problems. 
5.3.1. Other Performance Enhancements 
We have not explored other mechanisms to increase the performance of the 
algorithm, such as initializing population heuristically or incorporating domain specific 
knowledge at a more complex level. As noted in Chapter 4 of our study and widely 
recognized by others, integration of these approaches into the solution might be both 
helpful and necessary. 
GA performance could be enhanced by providing it with additional information 
about the fitness landscape so that the search can be focused on more promising region of 
the search space. 
5.3.2. Incorporating New Ideas from Breeding and Genetics 
GA is far from being an established technique. It has been around for little more 
than 30 years, and only in the last decade have GAs been extensively studied. 
Haploid representation of individuals in GAs is only the barest bones of biological 
genetic systems. Most higher organisms have higher ploidy levels. Some researchers 105 
have looked at diploidy and triploidy issues, little work has been accomplished in this 
area. This may offer some potential for solutions to more difficult problems. 
In biological systems, improving a better performing organisms is accomplished 
by breeding better varieties. Breeding provides a basis for the understanding the 
mechanism of heredity and how it may be manipulated in the development of improved 
organisms. It is the art and the science of changing and improving the heredity of 
organisms that will enable the individual to function more efficiently. These hereditary 
improvements in individuals can be made in various ways. 
Breeders now can often locate desired characteristics, and determine the result of 
gene action, and combine them into single individual in controlled and systematic way by 
using the established methods. In GAs, we currently use very basic and mildly efficient 
methods for improvement of individuals. This is not what breeders can afford in 
biological systems. Therefore, over the years, they have explored the alternative ways in 
which they could combine the desired genes into individuals as quickly as possible. 
Without the precise knowledge and methodologies breeders could neither explore nor 
comprehend the vast range of problems involved in producing improved types. They 
would otherwise resort only hit-or-miss methods in breeding, which are costly, 
inefficient, and time-consuming. 
Breeders use knowledge and methodologies established over the years to fashion 
new improved individuals, just as an engineer uses knowledge of mathematics, and 
physics in the construction of a new bridge. We already have more systematic and 
controlled hybridization (mating) and selection methodologies gear toward various goals 
that we can tap into. By using well established breeding procedures in genetic 
algorithms, important advances may be possible. 
The inadequacy of traditional methods of optimization under certain conditions 
has heightened interest in the GAs and similar optimization techniques. However, we 
should note that no optimization method is best for all problems. The characteristics of 
the problem must be matched to the characteristics of the optimization method (Gill, et. 106 
al, 1981). GAs are no different. Genetic algorithms, as a weak method, are robust but 
very 'general'. If there exists a good specialized optimization method for a specific 
problem, then GAs may not be the best optimization tool for that application. 
GAs are promising methods for solving difficult practical problems. As widely 
recognized, the natural systems have the features of robustness, efficiency, flexibility, 
adaptability, self repair, self guidance and reproduction built into them. In order to built 
robust systems and provide solutions to many problems we have to study the secrets of 
the natural systems and integrate them into our solutions. We have barely scratched the 
surface. The opportunities and potential for further utilization are wide open. GAs and 
similar approaches are just the beginning. 107 
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